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Introduction
According to the Geothermal Resource Council, as of May 31,
1990, the installed capacity of electrical power plants fueled by
geothermal resources in the United States was 2723 megawatts. The
plants are located in the following areas:
For each project, the geothermal resources used to generate
electricity are valued in order to compensate the resource supplier
and/or to calculate royal ties due to the resource owner. Most
project operators/owners, for proprietary reasons, do not disclose
the methodology used to value resources or to calculate royalties.
I have put together the following information from a variety
of public sources and private conversations with project
operators/owners. To show the relative use of each method of
valuing resource, I have made certain estimates about the number
of the megawatts in each category. In that information is not
available on all projects, it should be understood that these
amounts are strictly estimates.
California
The Geysers
Imperial Valley
Coso Hot Springs
Other
Nevada
Utah
Megawatts
1,974
374
230
9
112
24
2,723
Aras-length Steaa (Resource) Sales Contracts
An estimated 65% of the megawatts described above (1770
megawatts) are fueled by geothermal resources supplied under the
terms of arms-length steam (resource) sales contracts. An arms-
length contract is a contract that has been arrived at in the
marketplace and is between independent, non affiliated persons with
opposing economic interests regarding the contract. Arms-length
contracts are generally considered to be a reliable source of
establishing value.
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Two principal methods are being used to compensate the
resource suppliers in these arms-length contracts.
1) Pacific Gas & Electric Company ("PG&E") purchases geothermal
resources for approximately 1400 Mwe of installed capacity.
PG&E pays for geothermal resources based on the amount of
electricity produced by its power plants, not the amount of
resource delivered to the plants. The price paid for the
megawatts produced by PG&E is based on PG&E's cost of
utilizing fossil and nuclear fuels in its fossil and nuclear
plants.
2) Sacramento Municipal Utility District I Central California
Power Agency purchase geothermal resources for approximately
200 megawatts of installed capacity. Unlike PG&E, these
entities pay for geothermal resources based on the amount of
resource delivered to their power plants, not the output from
the plants. The price is adjusted each year according to a
formula that takes into account certain inflation and price
indices reflecting the economy and the cost of fuel.
Compensation to the resource suppliers for the remaining
projects in this category, with one exception, is being calculated
by methods similar to those described above. The one exception is
a supply contract that provides for compensation based on a
negotiated percentage of the revenue from the sale of electricity.
That project is approximately 45 megawatts.
Ro Sale I Ron Aras-length Steaa Sale Contracts
The remaining 35% of the megawatts produced from geothermal
resources (an estimated 953 megawatts) are produced from projects
where a single entity is both the resource supplier and the power
plant owner. This is commonly referred to as a "no sale" situation
because the resource is used by the developer to generate
electrici ty, as opposed to the resource being sold to a third
party. For these projects there is "no sale" by which to determine
the value of the resource.
In some cases, the resource is produced by an affiliate of the
power plant owner and sold to the plant owner under the terms of
a steam sales contract. Although the contract may in fact represent
the fair value of the resource, because of the relationship of the
parties, the contract cannot be relied upon to represent the fair
value. This is an example of a non arms-length transaction.
Several methods of valuing the geothermal resources for these
"no sale" or non arms-length transactions have evolved. These
methods are discussed below.
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Retback Valuation
Many of the "no sale" pro j ects (over 400 megawatts) use
geothermal resources that are owned by the Federal government. As
of 1986, 18 Federal leases were providing geothermal resources to
operating power plants.
In June 1988, the u.s. Department of the Interior, Minerals
Management Service ("MMS") published a report entitled, "Valuation
of Federal Geothermal Resources - Electrical Generation." (See
Exhibit I.) This report describes the policies, guidelines and
methods employed by the MMS to value Federal geothermal resources
used to generate electricity.
The report focuses on the valuation of the geothermal
resources in "no sale" situations. In a "no sale" transaction, the
MMS uses a netback valuation procedure by which certain lessee-
born expenses are deducted from the proceeds of the sale of
electrici ty to determine the value of the geothermal resource.
Specifically, the value of the geothermal resource is determined
by subtracting two types of expenses from the total proceeds of the
sale of electricity.
First is a deduction for transmission costs and expenses. This
includes all operating and maintenance expenses of transmission,
as well as, an equity return on the capital costs related to
transmission.
Second is a deduction for generating costs and expenses. This
includes all operating and maintenance expenses of the power plant,
as well as, an equity return on the capital costs related to the
power plant.
Details of the netback valuation procedures are described in
Exhibit II of this report. A detailed explanation of the netback
valuation is also explained on pages 4-16 of Exhibit I.
On January 5, 1989, the MMS published in the Federal Register
its intention to amend and clarify the existing regulations
defining the value, for royalty purposes, of geothermal resources
produced from Federal lands. In other words, the MMS is considering
some changes in its current methods of calculating the netback
valuation.
As a part of this rulemaking process, MMS has requested
comments from interested parties on various aspects of the netback
valuation procedures. The comment period on the proposed
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regulations closed on June 6, 1990. The proposed regulations are
still under administrative review. Accordingly, the timing and
extent of any changes to the existing netback procedures are not
known. The publication describing the proposed regulations is
Exhibit III to this report.
Alternative Fuels Hethod
Another method used to value geothermal resources in a "no
sale" situation is the alternative fuels method. It is estimated
that this valuation method is used at projects with a combined
capacity of approximately 150 megawatts.
This method values the geothermal resource by calculating the
amount of an alternative fuel that would be used to produce the
same result as the geothermal project. The value of the alternative
fuel is calculated based on quantity of the alternative fuel times
the established market price of the alternative fuel. This value
is then considered to be the value of the geothermal resource used.
An example of this calculation is set forth in Exhibit IV of this
report.
This method is used by the MMS to value geothermal resources
that are used for purposes other than electrical generation (for
example, space heating, greenhouse operations and industrial
applications).
Negotiated Percentage of Electricity Revenues
The U.S. Navy is the owner of power plants with an installed
capacity of approximately 160 megawatts. The Navy is also the owner
of the related geothermal resource. The projects were developed by
a third party that sells the output from the plants. No royalties
are paid to the Navy. However, the Navy retains a negotiated
percentage of the revenues from the sale of electricity from the
projects. The retained percentage is fixed by contract with the
developer and escalates over time. (Note-30 megawatts are handled
differently because of certain unique circumstances of this
project. )
At least one project (20 megawatts) is subject to a "modern
lease". The lease was negotiated with the knowledge that the
resource would most likely be used, not sold, by the developer. The
royalties were defined in terms of a percentage of the proceeds
from the sale of electricity, not as a percentage of the proceeds
from the sale of the resource. This is not a common situation since
most leases that are now in production were entered into before
resource developers began entering into the electricity generation
business.
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Reco••endations to the Division of Water Resource Manage.ent
The Division of Water Resource Management ("DWRH") has
specifically asked that I recommend an appropriate .ethod to be
used in determining the value of geothermal resource. While
positive arguments can be made for each of the methods described
in this report, none of the methods is universally accepted as
being the best method or the most appropriate .ethod.
Based on my review of the methods being used in the industry,
I believe it is in the best interest of the DWRH to use the netback
valuation method that is being used by the HHS to value geothermal
resources produced from Federal leases. I believe the netback
method is logical, it can be applied consistently to all DWRH
projects and the HHS has spent considerable time and effort to
develop a method that protects the interest of the resource owner
without being unfair to the developer. Following the lead of the
HMS provides DWRH with an established, supportable and consistent
method of valuing geothermal resources.
In addition, although the netback method requires a
considerable amount of information about the cost and operating
expenses of the power plant, it is a reasonably simply valuation
process.
I also recommend that new leases provide for a specific method
of valuing geothermal resources in the event of a "n~ sale" or non
arms-length sale of the resource. Adding this type of provision
should also be considered as a part of any lease renegotiations or
extensions.
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VALUATION OF FEDERAL GEOTHERMAL RESOURCES--
ELECTRICAL GENERATION
INTRODUCTION
The use of geothermal resources to
generate electricity has expanded greatly
during the past few years, owing both to
improvements in convers ion technology and
to electricity sales incentives provided by
the Public Utilities Regulatory Policies
Act of 1978 (PURPA). The increase in geo-
thermal power production has been parallel-
ed by a marked increase in Federal geother-
mal royalty revenues. Geothermal royalties
in 1985 totaled about $13.4 million with
only 14 producing leases and climbed to
about S17.3 million in 1986 with 18 leases
in production. By comparison, the first
geothermal royalties, collected in 1979,
amounted to S43,316. Production from all
but one of the 1eases is used to generate
electricity. One-half (50 percent) of all
royalties collected on production from
Federal geothermal leases is disbursed back
to the State in which the production oc-
curred.
Federal regulations and lease terms
require royalties to be based on the amount
or value of geothermal resources produced,
ut 11 ized, or sold. The Department of the
Interior's Minerals Management Service
(MMS) is charged with the responsibility of
ensuring that Federal geothermal produc-
tion 1 is properly valued for royalty pur-
poses, cons i stent with regu latory requ i re-
ments.
This report describes the policies,
guidelines, and methods employed by the MMS
to value Federal geothermal resources used
to generate electricity. Lessees who uti-
lize geothermal resources for purposes
other than electrical .generation should
contact MMS for the:· proper valuation
lFor the purpose of this report, the te~s "geothermal
production" and "geotheraa1 resource" are synonylOUs and are
used interChangeably.
method. Valuation procedures are described
under three types of transactions: arm1s-
1ength sales, non-arm' s-l ength sales, and
no sales. Emphasis is placed on the valua-
tion for "no sales" transactions, because
this involves a "netback" procedure whereby
certain lessee-borne expenses are deducted
from the value of electricity to determine
the value of the resource. Statutory and
regulatory valuation provisions and royalty
reporting requirements are also reviewed.
Although this report cannot address all of
the possible scenarios for disposal of geo-
thermal production, it is a guide to the
Federal geothermal lessee or payor in com-
puting royalties and in making economic
business decisions.
The valuation procedures described
here are issued pursuant to and consistent
with existing regulatory requirements at 30
CFR 206.300 (1987) and will remain in
effect until those regulations are
modified. This procedure paper is an
interpretative rule and is not subject to
the advance not ice and connent provis ions
of the Administrative Procedure Act
(5 U.S.C. 553).
STATUTORY AND REGULATORY VALUATtON
PROVISIONS
The Geothermal Steam Act of 1970 (the
Act; 84 Stat. 1566) established the statu-
tory framework for the leasing and manage-
ment of geothermal resources on public
domain lands. In so doing, the Act identi-
fied "geothermal steam and associated geo-
thermal resources· as leasable minerals
subject to the rules, regulations, and
orders issued by the Department of the
Interior to implement the Act. Section
5(a) of the Act provides that royalties
will accrue on ·the amount or value of
1
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steam, or any other form of heat or energy
derived from production under the lease and
so1d or ut l1i zed by the 1essee or reason-
ably susceptible to sale or utl1ization by
the lessee • • • ."2 Section 3(c)(1) of
the Geothermal Resources Lease form (the
Lease) elaborates on this language by
adding that royalty is due on the amount or
value of steam, heat, or other associated
energy ·produced, processed, removed, sold,
or utilized- from the lease.
Under the terms of the Lease (Sec. 4),
the Department of the Interior has the ex-
press authori ty to estab1i sh mi nimum value
of geotherma1 resources to compute roya1-
ties in accordance with the applicable
regulations. Regulatory criteria guiding
the valuation of geothermal production for
computing royalties are given in Title 30
of the Code of Federal Regulations, Sec-
tion 206.300, cited as 30 CFR 206.300.3
Section 206.300 (a) provides that the value
of production shall be the reasonable value
of the energy (and byproducts) attributable
to the lease as determined by the "Super-
visor." 1t The following criteria are taken
into consideration in determining the
reasonable royalty value of the resource:
(1) The highest price paid for a
majority of the production of like quality
in the same field or area;
(2) The total consideration accruing
to the lessee from any disposition of the
geothermal production;
(3) The val ue of the geotherma1 pro-
duction used by the lessee;
(4) The value and cost of alternate
available energy sources and byproducts;
2section 5(b) of the Act also provides for royalties on
b)1lroduets. including COlIIIlerci ally detllinera 11 zed water.
3Section 206.300 was redesignated in the Federal Regis-
ter (53 FR 1185, January 15, 1988) as § 206:-me;fective
Alrch 1. 1988, but has not been published in the~
Federal Regulations as of this writing.
4rhe authority for deteMlining proper royalty value has
been delegated to MMS's Royalty Valuation and Standards Divi.
sion.
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(5) The cost of exploration and pro-
duction, exclusive of taxes;S
(6) The economic value of the resource
in terms of its ultimate utilization;
(7) Production agree-ents between pro-
ducer and purchaser; and
(8) Any other matters that may be con-
sidered relevant.
Section 206.300(b) prescribes that under no
circumstances shall the value of any geo-
thermal production for the purposes of com-
puting royalties be less than:
(1) The total consideration accruing
to the lessee for the sale thereof in cases
where geothermal resources are sold by the
lessee to another party;
(2) That amount which is the value of
the end product attributable to the geo-
thermal resource produced from a particular
1ease where geothermal resources are not
sold by the lessee before being utilized,
but are instead directly used in manufac-
turing, power production, or other indus-
trial activity; or
(3) When a part of the resource only
is utilized by the lessee and the remainder
sold, the sum of the value of the end prod-
uct attributable to the geothermal resource
and the sales price received for the geo-
thermal resources.
In fulfilling its obligation to ensure
that geothermal production is properly
va1ued for royalty purposes, *5 cons iders
all of the relevant valuation criteria col-
lectively as individual circumstances may
dictate.
Srhis criterion is inconsistent with the generally ac-
cepted 011 and gas definition of royalty as being free of
the expenses of production (Willi.-s and Meyers, 1980,
p. 511). Cost of exploration and production are considered
relevant Yaluation factors by the MMS only in those instances
wIlere the lessee 15 reillbursed or rece1Yes other considera-
tion for his exploration and production expenditures.
Royalties are dUe on all production-related reillburs..nts
. pursuant to § 206.300(b)(1).
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VALUATION PROCEDURES
ARM'S·LENGTH SALES
A transaction involving the direct
sale of produced geothermal resources is
considered armis-length when the selling
arrangement is negotiated and entered into
between unaffiliated parties of adverse
economit interests. Arm's-length negoti-
ated sales prices are generally established
by either definite prices or pricing formu-
las or by a percentage of the proceeds ac-
cruing to the powerplant operator.
Definite Price••nd Pricing Formul••
Consistent with royalty valuation
policy, the *S generally regards definite
prices or pricing formulas established
under arm's-length sales contracts as
representative of reasonable value. Thus,
with the exceptions for percentage-of-
proceeds sales discussed below, the pro-
ceeds accruing to the lessee under the con-
tract generally form the value basis for
royalty computations.
Any fees or expenses charged by the
purchaser (or other third party) for per-
forming field- or production-related ser-
vices, whether or not specified by con-
tract, cannot be deducted from the base
value of the production before computing
royalties. Such services inclUde, but are
not limited to, gathering, metering, condi-
tioning, well monitoring or control, work-
overs, and any costs incidental to market-
i ng. Under terms of the 1ease and opera-
tional regulations in 43 CFR Part 3200, the
lessee is responsible for performing these
services and all other activities necessary
to produce the resource and de1iver it to
its point of purchase or utilization. The
value of geothermal production cannot be
reduced by production or gathering costs.
Percentage.of.Proceed.
"Percentage-of-proceeds" contracts are
defined as those sales agreements with
independent, usually non-utility powerp1ant
operators whereby payment for de1ivery of
the resource is based on a percentage of
the revenue accru i ng to the plant for the
sale of electricity. The MMS considers
these contracts to be armis-length if
entered into between unaffiliated parties
and will generally accept the lessee's
revenue as value for royalty purposes.
However, ,..S will not accept a va1ue that
is less than one-third of the powerplant's
revenue. (The one-third 1imit may be con-
s idered for wa iver upon spec if ic app1ica-
tion by the lessee with convincing sup-
porting documentation that the Federal
Government should accept less.) As with
the more customary sales contracts dis-
cussed above, any fees or expenses charged
to the lessee by the plant owner for field-
or production-related services are not
allowed as deductions from the base
value.
Relmbur••ment.
Royalties are due on any reimburse-
ments or other considerations the lessee
may receive for disposition of the re-
source, pursuant to 30 CFR 206.300(b)(1).
Reimbursements or other considerations
include, but are not limited to, any monies
paid to the lessee for various production
taxes, other taxes, gathering, effluent
injection, field operation and maintenance,
and drilling and workover of wells, or any
other consideration accruing to the lesseefor disposition of the geothermal re-
source. As indicated above, MMS views
these expenses as production costs that are
the responsibility of the lessee. Produc-
tion-related reimbursements must be ac-
counted for and reported separately on Forr
"'5-2014.
NON·ARM'S·LENGTH SALES
Any transaction between affiliated
parties for the sale or de1ivery of geo-
thermal production is considered non-arm1s-
length by MMS. An example of a non-arm1s-
length transaction would be when the pro-
duction arm of a company sells the resource
to an affiliated powerplant operator.
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As a general rule. MMS will accept the
prices established in non-armls-length
sales arrangements as representative of
reasonable value if those prices are com-
parable to the highest price paid for a
majority of like-quality production from
the same field or area [30 CFR
206.300(a)(1} I. However. the following
conditions must be satisfied:
(I) There must be other armis-length
sales of comparable resources in the same
field or area; and
(2) The electricity generated from
the resource must have the same value as
electricity generated from other comparable
geothermal production in the same field or
area.
The electricity value is considered a
material factor in geothermal valuation in
contemplation of the regulations at 30 CFR
206.300. paragraphs (a}(2). (a}(6). and
(b)(Z). An examination of the electricity
rates charged by five California utilities
to their residential customers (as reported
in California Energy Commission's Energy
Watch) suggests that the value of electric-
rry--varies for the different utilities.
Also. the electricity generated by a power-
plant qual ifying under PURPA as a "small
power production facility" (one restricted
to sales of 80 megawatts or less) will have
a different value from electricity gener-
ated by nonqualifying powerp1ants. Because
geothermal production provides the fuel for
geothermal powerplants. it follows that
resource values will vary with differing
values of the generated electricity.
If the above conditions are not met
under a non-arm's-length sales arrangement.
MMS will either establish a minimum accept-
able value for the resource or consider a
value proposed by the lessee.
As with armis-length sales arrange-
ments. royalties are also due on reimburse-
ments or other considerations the lessee
receives under the contract for disposition
of the resource. unless the established
minillUm acceptable value is greater than
the sum of the non-armls-length sales price
plus reimbursements and other payments;
royalties are then due on only the minimum
acceptable value. Stated another way. the
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lessee incurs a royalty liabil ity on: reim-
bursements and other contractua1 payment s
when the sum of those payments p1us the
non-armls-length contract price exceeds the
MMS minimum acceptable value.
If the lessee shares in the costs of
operating an affiliate-owned powerplant.
either under the terms of a non-arm's-
length resource sales arrangement or a
separate joint operating agreement. the
lessee's reasonable actual expenditures.
not to exceed two-thirds of the monthly
revenue received for delivery of the re-
source (unless a greater amount is approved
by ,..S). may be deducted from the monthly
revenue. cont ingent upon MMS approva 1.
Genera lly. rflIS will not accept a roya 1ty
value that is less than one-third of the
net value of the electricity sold by the
affiliate-owned powerplant; that is. the
difference between the lessee's payment for
delivery of the resource and his actual
share of powerp1ant operating costs cannot
be less than one-third of the electricity's
net value. The "net value" here means the
sales value of the electricity less any
transmission (wheeling) costs to deliver
the electricity to its point of sale.
NO SALES: NETBACK VALUAnON
State and Federal rules implementing
PURPA require electric utilities to pur-
chase energy and capacity from non-utility.
qualifying sllall power producers at rates
equal to the purchasing utility's avoided
costs. To take advantage of the incentives
offered under PURPA. an increasing number
of geothermal lessees are constructing and
operating their own powerplants to use
lease production for the generation and
sale of electricity. Because no sale of
the geothermal production occurs in these
situations. the value of the resource must
be determined as a function of the value of
the electricity--the first marketed product
attributable to lease production--in
accordance with the requirements of 30 CFR
Z06.3oo. paragraphs (a)(6) and (b)(Z).
The MMS recognizes that only a part of
the generated electricity can be attributed
to the geotherma1 resource. wi th the re-
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mainder credited to the powerp1ant and
electrical transmission systems. The value
of the geothermal product ion is thus de-
rived by sUbtracting the contribution of
allowable transmission and powerp1ant costs
frOll the" value of the electricity. This
valuation method, termed the "geothermal
netback procedure," is app1ied to all "no-
sa1es N situations. The lessee must apply
to MM5 for approval of the netback va1ua-
tion.
The geothermal netback procedure uses
two types of deductions to derive the geo-
thermal value from the electricity sales
value. First, a transmission deduction
recognizing the lessee's cost of wheeling
(transmitting) the electricity to the point
of sale or delivery is subtracted from the
electricity sales revenue to derive a value
of the electricity at the plant tailgate,
usually the busbar on the -high-voltage side
of the transformer in the plant switch-
yard. This transmission-reduced value is
termed the "plant tailgate value. N A
generating deduction recognizing the les-
see's cost of converting the resource heat
energy into saleable electricity is then
subtracted from the plant tailgate value to
derive the equivalent value of the geo-
thermal production at the p'ant inlet.
Royalties bece-e due on this equivalent
value. Methods of computing and applying
the deductions are described below.
The deductions are based on actual
costs incurred by the lessee and are gen-
erally computed from cost rates (in dollars
per kilowatthour; S/kWh) that are deter-
mined on a yearly basis using annual ex-
penditures and electricity production.
Procedural policy imposes a maximum limit
on each deduct ion. The transmi ssion
deduction is limited to a maximum of
50 percent of the electricity sales revenue
unless a greater amount is approved by
,..5. The generating deduction is limited
to a maximum of two-thirds of the electric-
ity's plant tailgate value unless a greater
amount is approved by flt4S. A1though the
deduction cost rates are computed annually,
the actual deductions taken during any
given month .ust be tested against the
actual sales revenues and tailgate values
for that month to ensure that the limits
are not exceeded. That is, each deduction
cannot exceed its monthly limit for any
individual selling arrangement unless
otherwise approved by MMS.
Three electrical energy measurements,
in kilowatthours (kWh), are required to
determi ne the deduct ions and execute the
netback valuation: (I) The amount of elec-
tricity delivered to the purChaser, (2) the
total electricity generated by the power-
plant, as measured at the generator(s}, and
(3) the amount of tailgate electricity, as
measured on the high-voltage side of the
transformer in the powerp1ant switchyard.
The delivered electricity is used to com-
pute the transmission deduction; the gen-
erated electricity is used to compute gen-
erating costs; and the tailgate electricity
is used to compute the generat ing deduc-
tion.
Tran.ml••lon Deduction.
Transmission deductions include all of
the actual costs incurred by the lessee to
transmit the electricity from the power-
plant to a point of sale or delivery; they
are subtracted from the electricity sales
revenue to determine the value of the elec-
tricity at the powerp1ant (the "plant
tailgate value"). Transmission deductions
can have two components--transmission line
costs and wheeling charges, one or both of
which may be applicable for any given situ-
ation.
Transmission-line Costs
Deductions for the costs of construct-
ing and operating a transmission line (or
tie line) are based on cost rates that are
computed from the lessee's actual annual
costs. Allowable costs include operating
and maintenance expenses (i nc1ud i ng over-
head) and, depending on the service date of
the transmission facilities, either a
depreciation and a return on undepreciated
capita1 investment (the deprec iat ion
method), or a cost equal to the capital
investment 1MJ1tiplied by a rate of return
(the return on investment method). For
transmission facilities placed in service
prior to March 1, 1988, lessees must use
the depreciation method to determine trans-
mission-line costs. For transmi ssion
facilities placed in service on and after
5
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March I, 1988, lessees have the option of
using either the depreciation method or the
return on investment method; the chosen
method cannot be changed after an election
is made.
Operating and ~intenance expenses--A110w-
able operating and maintenance costs in-
clude, but are not limited to:
(1) Direct wages paid to employees
and supervisors while engaged in the
rout ine operat ion, ma intenance, and repa i r
of the transmission line.
(2) Expenditures for supplies and
miscellaneous replacement parts associated
with normal operation, repair, and main-
tenance.
(3) Rental for transmission line
rights-of-way off of the lease.
(4) Insurance, ad valorem property
taxes, and payro11 taxes. State and
Federal income taxes, severance taxes, and
royalties are not allowable expenses.
(5) General and administrative over-
head costs (telephone service, office sup-
plies, salary apportionment, etc.) that are
directly allocable and attributable to the
operation of the transmission line. For
operations prior to March I, 1988, the
tota1 of the a11 owab1e overhead expenses
cannot exceed 10 percent of the other total
operating and maintenance costs. The 10-
percent limit is discontinued beginning
March I, 1988.
Capital investments -- Capital investments
are those costs for the purchase, delivery,
and installation of transmission-line
equipment and material, including adminis-
trative and miscellaneous costs that are
directly allocable and attributable to the
construction of the transmission line.
The costs of constructing ancillary trans-
mission-line operating and maintenance
facilities can also be included. Capital
investments include only those costs for
fixed, depreciable assets that are an in-
tegral part of the transmission line.
The cost of purchasing transmission-line
rights-of-way is not allowed as part of the
capital investment because the acquisition
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of real estate is considered a nondepreci-
able expenditure. (However, costs of leas-
ing or renting rights-of-way can be includ-
ed as part of the annual operating costs.)
The lessee is advised to maintain an
itemized breakdown of costs to support his
claim for capital investllent. Under the
depreciation method, subsequent expendi-
tures for the addition or replacement of
major capital items can be added to the
undepreciated capital balance and depre-
ciated over the life of the item. The
costs of subsequent improvements or
replacement of major capital items under
the return-on-investment method are added
to the original investment.
Rates of return -- For operations prior to
March 1, 1988, the rate of return used to
compute the annual return on undepreciated
capital investment (the depreciation
method) must be the prime rate as published
in the "Money Rate" section of the \oIa11
Street Journal and in effect on the first
day of the first annual deduction period.
When established, the rate of return shall
remain constant until March 1, 1988.
Beginning March I, 1988, the rate of
return used in both the depreciation and
the return-on-i nvestment methods sha11 be
the industrial rate associated with Stand-
ard and Poor's BBB rating. The rate of
return shall be the monthly average rate as
pUblished in Standard and Poor's Bond Guide
for the first month of the annual reporting
peri od for whi ch the deduct ion is app1i-
cable. The rates are effective for 1 year
and are to be redetermined at the beginning
of each subsequent reporting year.
The intent of the return on investment
is to allow the lessee a reasonable return
on the cost of funds necessary to finance
the project. The return on investment
granted by MMS is not intended to reflect a
discounted caSh-flow or other rate-of-
return analysis used by a particular lessee
to evaluate a proposed investment. Nor is
1t 1ntended to refl ect apart1cu1ar pro-
ject's opportunity costs. The MMS is not
in a position to make a detennination of
r1sk or to evaluate a given company's cash-
flow situation.
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Computation of annual transmission-line
cost rates by the depreciation method--
Examples of computing annual cost rates by
the depreciation method are shown in table
1. The cost rates are calculated from the
following equation:
Cost rate ($/kWh) = E + 0 + I (1)
F
where:
E = Annual operating and maintenance
expenses (estimated for the
first year of operation).
o = Annual depreciation (in dollars)
of the lessee's allowable depre-
ciable capital investment (capi-
tal investment less salvage
value). Depreciation is by the
II stra i ght-l i ne" method for the
length of the electricity sales
contract, unless the lessee can
demonstrate to MMS that a dif-
ferent depreciation life isjustified. The transmission line
can be depreciated only once; a
change in ownership does not
alter the depreciation schedule
established by the original
lessee, except for addition or
replacement of major capital
items.
I = Annual return on undepreciated
investment. The return on in-
vestment is determined by mu1-
tiplyin~ the allowable rate of
return (prime rate for opera-
tions before March 1, 1988;
Standard and Poor's BBB indus-
trial bond rate for operations
on and after March 1,1988) by
the beginning-of-the-year depre-
ciated investment balance.
F = Annual kWh of delivered elec-
tricity (estimated for the
first year of operation.)
Each annual cost rate must be calculated to
six decimal places.
The allowable depreciable capital
investment is the total permitted capital
investment less the transmission line's
estimated reasonable salvage value. The
lessee may determine the salvage value,
providing the estimate is supported by
documentation. Otherwise, the salvage
value will be determined as 10 percent of
the total permitted capital investment.
The first-year's cost rate is calcu-
lated using estimates of operating and
maintenance expenses and delivered elec-
tricity. At the end of the first year of
operation, the cost rate is recalculated
using the first-year's actual costs and
de1ivered e1ectri city, wi th the resu ltant
value constituting the estimated cost rate
for the second year of operation. Cost
rates for succeeding years are calculated
and applied in the same manner.
Computation of annual transmission-line
cost ra tes by the return-on-investment
method -- For transmission lines placed
into service on or after March 1, 1988. the
lessee may elect to determine transporta-
tion-line cost rates by the return-on-
investment method. The cost rates are
ca1cul ated from the fo 11 owi ng equa ti on:
Cost rate ($/kWh) =~ (2)
F
where: E = Annual operating and mainten-
ance expenses (estimated for
the fi rst year of operation;
previous year's actual costs
used for subsequent years of
operati on).
R = Annual return (in dollars) on
the capital investment. The
return is computed by multi-
plying the permitted capital
investment by the allowable
rate of return (Standard and
Poor's BBB industrial bond
rate) for each year of the
primary tenn of the electric-
ity sales contract.
F = Annual kWh of delivered elec-
tricity (estimated for the
first year of operation).
Example calculations are shown in table 2.
Each annual cost rate must be calculated to
six decimal places.
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Table l.--Example calculations of transmission-line cost rates by the depreciation method
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The capital investment includes all costs
for depreciable fixed assets (including
costs of delivery and installation of capi-
tal equipment) that are an integral part
of the transmission line~ a salvage value
is not deducted from the investment.
computation of deductions for transmission-
line costs -- Deductions for transmission-
line costs are computed monthly by multi-
plying the applicable annual cost rate by
the quantity of electricity delivered to
the purchase r:
Monthly transmission-line cost ($) = annual
cost rate ($/kWh) x monthly delivered elec-
tricity (kWh).
The use of delivered electricity as the
basis for transmission-line deductions, as
well as the basis for computing the cost
rates, compensates for line losses that are
inherent in electrical transmission.
Wheeling Charges
Wheeling charges are those costs to
the lessee, as established in a negotiated
wheeling agreement, to transmit electricity
across third-party's power lines. Because
wheeling charges are generally paid month-
ly, the actual charges can be deducted
directly from the monthly electricity sales
revenue to determine the plant tailgate
value. If the lessee also operates a
transmission line, the wheeling charges are
added to the monthly transmission line
costs to determi ne the total transmi ss ion
deduction for any given month.
Allowable Transmission Deductions
The total transmission deduction--
transmission-line costs and (or) wheeling
charges--cannot exceed 50 percent of the
monthly electricity sales revenues, unless
approved by MMS. If the monthly trans-
mission costs are less than the 50-percent
1imit, then those actual costs become the
Transmlss1on-llne lnvestment deprec1ated over a 3O-year1 stra1ght-llne schedule. Depreciable investment (capital
1nvestment of S4.0oo,Ooo less salvage value of $250,000) • $3,750,000; rate of return • 8.5 percentZ
Transmlss10n-line cost rate calculations: Cost rate • E + 0 + I
F
Year
1
2
.
30
31
Investment balance
(beg1nn1ng of year)
$3,750,000
3,625,000
.
125,000
-0-
Annual depreciat10n
$125,000
125,000
.
125,000
-0-
Deprec1ated 1nves~nt
(end of year)
$3,625,000
3,500,000
.
-D-
-0-
Return on 1nvestment
balance at beg1nning of year
$318.750
308,125
10,625
-0-
F1rst year of operation Second year of operatlon
E • $210,000 (esti..ted)
D • $125,000
1 • $318,750
F • 765,400,000 kWh (estimated first-year's delivery)
First-year'S trans.iss10n-11ne cost rate •
$O.000854/kWh.
E • $222,000 (first-year's actual)
o • $125,000
1 • $308,125
F • 785,940,000 kWh (first-year's actual delivery)
Second-year's trans_ission-11ne cost rate •
SO.000834/ki/h.
ITerM of sales contract.
2pri-e rate for operat10ns prior to March I, 1988; Standard and Poor's BBB 1ndustrial bond rate beginning
March I, 1988.
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allowable transmission deduction. If the
monthly transmission costs are greater than
the 50-percent limit, then the transmission
deduction will be determined as 50 percent
of the electricity sales revenue.
Ganaratlng Deductlona
Generating deductions account for the
1essee 1s actual costs of generating sale-
able electricity and is subtracted from the
plant tailgate value of the electricity to
determine the equivalent value of the geo-
thermal resource. As with deductions for
transmission-line costs, generating deduc-
tions are based on cost rates that are com-
puted from the 1essee ' s annual costs asso-
ciated with the construction and operation
of the powerp1ant. Allowable costs include
operating and maintenance expenses (inclUd-
ing overhead) and, depending on the service
date of the powerp1ant, either a deprecia-
tion and return on undepreciated capital
investment (~he depreciation method) or a
cost equal to the capital in.vestment mul-
tiplied by a rate of return (the return on
investment method). For powerplants in
operation prior to March 1, 1988, gener-
ating cost rates must be computed by the
depreciation method. For powerplants
placed in service on and after March 1,
1988, the lessee may elect to compute
generating cost rates by either the depre-
ciation method or the return on investment
method; methods cannot be changed after an
election is made. Generating cost rates
are computed, wi th mi nor except ions, from
the same basic equations 1 and 2 used to
compute transmission-1 ine cost rates; the
equations and computational methods are
reviewed below.
Two electrical energy measurements are
required to determine a generating deduc-
t ion: Gross generator output and plant
tailgate electricity. Gross generator
output includes all e1ectricity--saleable
electricity, plant parasitic electricity,
and electricity returned to the geothermal
Table 2.--Examp1e calculations of generic cost rates by the return-on-investment
method
Investment =S16,500,000; life of investment =25 years
Rate Return
Year Investment of return1 on investment
(percent)
1 S76,500,Ooo 9.5 S7,267,500
. . .
5 76,500,000 10.5 8,032,500
. . . .
25 76,500,000 8.0 6,120,000
Cost rate • E + R
-r
Year 1
E • S625,ooo (estimated)
R • $7,267,500
F • 430,600,000 kWh
(esti.ated)
Cost rate • $0.018329/kWh
Year 5
E • $ 610,000
R • $8,032,500
F • 510,900,000 kWh
Cost rate • $0.0169l6/kWh
Year 25
E • S780,OOO
R • S6,120,000
F • 325,400,000 kW~
Cost rate • $0.02l205/kWh
lStandard and Poor1s BBB industrial bond rate.
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lease for lease operations--generated by
the powerplant and attributable to the geo-
thermal resource. Plant tailgate electric-
ity is equivalent to saleable electricity
(that is, electricity exclusive of plant
parasitic electricity, lease-use electric-
ity, and transmission-line losses); tail-
gate electricity should be measured on the
high voltage side of the transformer in the
plant swi tchyard because elect I'" icity con-
sumed by the transformer and other switch-
yard equipment is considered plant para-
sitic electricity.
Generating cost rates are determined
annually and are based on annual gross
generator output. Actual generating
deductions (or costs) are determined
monthly and are based on plant tailgate
electricity. The effect of this procedure
is to allow that portion of the geothermal
resource used to generate plant paras i tic
and lease-use electricity to be consumed
royalty free, but obviates the government's
participation in the cost of generating
such electricity because deductions cannot
be applied against non-royalty-bearing pro-
duction.
Operating and maintenance expenses -- Allow-
able operating and maintenance costs are
those nondepreciable expenditures directly
related to the routine operation of the
powerplant during generation of saleable
electricity. Operating and maintenance ex-
penditures include. but are not limited to:
(1) Direct wages paid to employees
and supervisors while engaged in operating
and maintaining the power plant.
(2) Expenditures for miscellaneous
replacement parts associated with normal
repair and maintenance.
(3) Contract labor, materials, and
supplies required for routine repair and
maintenance of the plant.
(4) Armis-length rental or leasing
expenditures for the plant site when the
plant is located on private surface.
(5) Chemicals and lubricants used in
powerp1ant equ ipment, except those chemi-
cals used in hydrogen sulfide abatement
processes.
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(6) Insurance and taxes, except State
and Federal income taxes.
(7) General and administrative over-
head costs directly allocable and attribu-
tab 1e to the operat ion of the powerp 1ant
during generation of saleable electric-
ity. For operations prior to March I,
1988, the tota 1 of the allowab1e overhead
expenses cannot exceed 10 percent of the
other tota 1 operat ing and ma intenance
costs. The 10 percent limitation is dis-
continued beginning March 1. 1988.
Capital investments -- Capital investments
are those costs for fixed depreciable
assets that are an integral part of the
powerplant. including costs for the pur-
chase, delivery, and installation of power-
plant equipment and material. Investment
items are generally located within the con-
fines of the powerplant site. Allowable
capital costs include. but are not limited
to:
Earth and foundation work; plant structure;
plant systems (inclUding flash tanks, sepa-
rators, turbines. generators, condensers.
cooling towers, and all associated pipes,
fittings, valves. and electrical control
systems); transformers and other switchyard
equipment; support buildings (office. ware-
house. shops); freshwater wells and supply
systems used for cooling and (or) domestic
purposes; sidewalks, fences, and plant
roads; general plant facilities; and admin-
istrative and miscellaneous costs that are
directly allocable and attributable to the
powerplant's construction.
The following items are specifically
disallowed as plant investments: Land and
rightS-Of-way purchased by the lessee,
field gathering systems, effluent
injection/disposal systems. and hydrogen
sulfide (HZS) abatement facilities. The
acquisition of land is considered a nonde-
preciable investment and thus is not a1-
lowed in determining deductions. More
important. the lessee has the specific
right under Section l(b) of the Geothermal
Resources Lease to use as much of the lease
land as necessary for the construction and
operation of any facilities that produce.
transport, or utilize the resource, subject
to environmental restrictions. The lessee
also is generally entitled to surface ease-
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ments for the production and utilization of
the leased resource when the surface estate
is private but the mineral rights are re-
served to the United States, such as lands
disposed of under the Stock-Raising Home-
stead Act of 1916. The courts have found
the minerals estate to be dominant in these
situations (for example, Occidental
Geothermal, Inc. v. Charles T. Simmons and
Robert M. Curtis, 1982). Thus, the lessee
has no obligation to purchase land for
siting a powerplant on a Federal geothermal
lease, and MMS does not recognize the les-
see's costs of acquiring land to site a
powerplant off lease.
Expenses for operations such as gath-
ering, effluent injection, and H2S abate-
ment are cons idered the respons i5il ity of
the lessee under the terms of the lease and
operating regulations. Regulations at 43
CFR 3262.1(b) require the lessee to prevent
unnecessary waste of the resource and to
operate the lease and manage the resource
in an environmentally sound manner. Under
the definition of "waste" at 43 CFR
3260.S(c)(4), the lessee is responsible for
constructing and operating an efficient
field gathering system to transport the re-
source from the we 11 head to the po int of
utilization. The ~S considers all pipe-
1ines connect ing we 11 heads and powerp 1ant
as a field gathering system, and all costs
of gathering are regarded as production-
related costs, which are the sole respon-
sibility of the lessee. In addition, all
costs of effluent injection, whether to
prevent excessive dissipation of reservoir
energy under the definition of ·waste" at
43 CFR 3260.S(c)(2) or to mitigate environ-
mental hazards, are considered field-opera-
t ion expenses to be borne so1ely by the
lessee. Again, the lessee is required to
perfona these funct ions under regu1a-
t ions. L1 kewise, the insta11 at ion of H2S
abatement faci1i ties to meet air qual1ty
standards is a responsibility of the lessee
to lIanage the resource in an environment-
ally sound manner. Accordingly, plant H2S
abate.nt facilities are not allowable
investment items.
The 1essee is adv ised to maintai n an
ite-ized breakdown of asset expenditures to
support his clai. for capital investment.
Under the depreciation IlIethod, any subse-
quent expenditures for the addition or
replacement of ..jor capital items, or for
other powerplant improvements, can be
added to the undepreciated capital balance
and depreciated over the life of the
item. The costs of subsequent improvements
or replacement of major capital items under
the return on investment method are added
to the original capital investment.
Rates of return -- For operations prior to
March 1, 1988, the rate of return used to
compute the annual return on undepreciated
capital investment (the depreciation
method) must be the prime rate as published
in the "Money Rate" section of the Wall
Street Journal and in effect on the first
day of the first annual deduction period.
When established, the rate of return shall
remain constant until March 1, 1988.
Beginning March 1, 1988, the rate of
return used in both the depreciation method
and the return-on- investment method sha 11
be the industrial rate associated with
Standard and Poor's BBB rating. The rate
of return shall be the monthly average rate
as publi shed in Standard and Poor I S Bond
Guide for the first month of the annual
reporting period for which the deduction is
applicable. The rates are effective for 1
year and are to be redetermi ned at the be-
ginning of each subsequent reporting year.
Compuation of generating cost rates by the
depreciation method -- Annual generating
cost rates using the depreciation method
are calculated by equation 1:
Cost rate (S/kWh) • E + 0 + I
F
where: E = Annual operating and mainte-
nance expenses (estimated for
the first year of operation).
o • Annual depreciation (in dollars)
of the lessee's allowable depre-
ciable capital invesment (cap-
ital investllent less salvage
value). Depreciation is by the
·straight-li-ne· ..thad for the
pri..ry tena of the electricity
sales contract, unless the
lessee can deMOnstrate to MMS
that a different depreciation
11
Table 3.--Example calculat10ns of generat1ng cost rates by the deprec1ation lethod
Power plant investment deprec1ated over a 20-year straight-line schedule. Depreciable investlent (cap1tal
1invest-ent of S165,OOO,OOO less salvage value of S12,OOO,OOO) • S153,ooo,OOO; rate of return • 8.5 percent
.
650,250
-0-
S13,005,OOO
12,354,750
Return on 1nvestlllent
balance at beq1nn1 ng of year
.
-0-
-0-
S145,350,ooo
137,700,000
Each annual cost rate must be calculated to
six decimal places. Examples of computing
generating cost rates by the depreciation
method are shown in table 3.
The allowable depreciable capital
investment is the total permitted capital
investment less the powerplant's estimated
reasonable salvage value. The lessee may
determine the salvage value, providing the
estimate is supported by documentation.
Otherwi se, ~S wi 11 determi ne the sa1vage
value as 10 percent of the total permitted
capital investment.
Deprec1ated i nvesblent
(end of year)
The first-year's generating cost rate
is calculated from estimates of annual
operating costs and generated electric-
ity. At the end of the first year of
operation, the cost rate is recalculated
using the first-year's actual operating
costs and generated electricity; the re-
sultant figure then becomes the estimated
cost rate for the second year of opera-
tion. Cost rates for succeeding years are
calculated and applied in the same manner.
.
7,650,000
-0-
S7,650,OOO
7,650,000
Annual depreciat10n
7,650,000
-0-
$153,000,000
145,350,000
life is justified. The power-
plant can be depreciated only
once; a change in ownership does
not alter the depreciation sche-
dule established by the original
lessee. except for addition or
rep lacetlent of ujor cap1tal
itellls.
I • Annual return on undepreciated
capital investment. The return
on investment is determined by
multiplying the appropriate
rate of return (prime rate for
operations before March 1,
1988; Standard and Poor's BBB
industrial bond rate for opera-
tion on and after March 1,
1988) by the beginning-of-the-
year depreciated investment
balance.
F • Annual gross generator output,
in kWh (estimated for the first
year of operation).
Investment balance
(beginning of year)
1
2
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20
21
Year
Generat1ng cost rate calculations: Cost rate • E + 0 + I
F
First year of operat10n Second year of operation
E • S11,500,OOO (estimated)
o • $7,650,000
I • $13,005,000
F • 803,670,000 kWh (estiMated generator output)
F1rst-year's generating cost rate· SO.040010/kWh
E • sa,ooo,ooo (first-year's actual operating costs)
o • $7,650,000
I • $12,354,750
F • 803,500,000 kWh (first-year's actual generator output)
second-year's generating cost rate • SO.034853/kWh
Iprime rate for operat10ns prior to March I, 1988; Standard and Poor's 888 industrial bond rate used
beg1nning March I, 1988.
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computation oE generating cost rates by the
return-on-investment method -- For power-
plants placed in service on or after March
1, 1988, the lessee may elect to determine
generating cost rates by the return-on-
investment method. Cost rates under this
method are calculated by equation 2:
Cost rate ($/kWh) = E + R
-r
where: E = Annual operating and mainte-
nance expenses (estimated for
the first year of operation;
previous year's actual costs
used for subsequent years of
operation) .
R • Annual return (in dollars) on
the capital 1nves~nt. The
return 1$ COllpUted by .,1t 1-
plying the perw1tted capital
investlent by the allowable rate
of return (Standard and Poor's
BBB industrial bond rate) for
each year of the pr1..ry terw of
the electricity sales contract,
unless the lessee can de-on-
strate otherwise.
F a Annual 9ross generator output,
in kWh (estimated for the first
year of operation; previous
year's actual outputs used for
subsequent years of operation).
Each annual cost rate must be calculated to
six decimal places. (See table 2 for ex-
amples of' cost rates calculated by the
return-on-investment method.)
The capital investment includes all
costs for depreciable fixed assets (includ-
ing costs of delivery and installation of
capital equipment) that are integral to the
powerplant; a salvage value is not deducted
from the initial investment.
Allowable Generating Deductions
Generating deductions cannot exceed
two-thirds of the electricity's plant tail-
gate value for any given production month,
unless otherwise approved by MMS. Accord-
ing1y, generating deductions must be deter-
m1 ned by cempari ng the month l.y generat i ng
costs against the two-thirds limitation.
Monthly generating costs are computed by
multiplying the annual generating cost rate
by the monthly tailgate electricity:
Monthly generating cost ($) = annua I
generating cost rate (S/kWh) x monthly
tailgate electricity (kWh).
If the monthly generating costs are
equal to or less than two-thirds of the
electricity's plant tailgate value, then
those actual costs become the allowable
generating deduction. If the monthly
generating costs are greater than two-
thirds of the e1ectricity's plant tailgate
value, then the generating deduction wi 11
be determined as two-thirds of the elec-
tricity's plant tailgate value.
Electricity Value.
The value of the delivered electricity
is the total of the revenue received by the
lessee for the sale of the electricity,
pursuant to the intent of regu 1at ions at
30 CFR 206.3OO(a)(2) and (b)(2). Because
purchases from PURPA-qua1ified small power
producers include both an energy payment
and a capacity payment, in accordance with
FERC regulations, the sum of both payments
is cons idered as the value of de 1i vered
electricity.
The plant tailgate value of elec-
tricity is the delivered value less the
transmission deduction.
Relmbur.ement.
Any reimbursements the lessee may re-
ceive for wheeling the electricity to the
point of sale or delivery are subtracted
frOi the monthly transmission costs to com-
pute the actual transmission deduction.
Any reilllbursements the lessee may receive
for electrical generation or powerplant
operations are subtracted from the monthly
generating costs to compute the actual
generating deduction.
As with arm's-length sales arrange-
ments, any reimbursements the lessee re-
ceives for production of the resource or
13
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any other field-related operations are
royalty-bearing. Production or field re-
imbursements and their royalties are re-
ported (on Form flot1S-2014) separately from
the netted-back geothermal value.
CompuutJon of Netback Value.
Exa.ples of computing monthly geo-
thermal values using the netback procedure
and computations of royalties due are given
in tables 4 and 5. Example 1 (table 4) is
the simpler of the two computational models
and will likely apply to most netback val-
uations. Example 2 (table 5) illustrates
the method of handling reimbursements if
the lessee receives any. As shown in both
examples, the monthly transmission costs do
not exceed the 50-percent limit of the
value of delivered electricity. Thus, the
computed transmission costs become the
allowable transmission deductions. The
computed generating costs in example 1
(table 4), however, exceed two-thirds
(66.67 percent) of the plant tailgate value
of electricity. Accordingly, the allowable
generating deduction for example 1 is
limited to two-thirds of the electricity's
plant tailgate value. The computed gen-
erating costs in example 2 (table 5) are
less than two-thirds of the electricity's
plant tailgate value and thus are an
acceptable generating deduction as
computed.
For audit purposes, the lessee must
prepare records detailing the ·monthly
computations of the netback values and
associated royalties, as exemplified in
tables 4 and 5. These records must be
maintained for 6 years and be made avail-
able to flot1S upon request.
Because deductions during an opera-
tional year are based on the previous
year's cost rates, year-end adjustments to
the monthly geothermal values may be neces-
sary when the operational year's actual
costs are known. If the recalculated cost
rates result in higher geothermal values
for the year, the additional royalties due
are paid as a lump sum when the lessee
submi ts corrected month ly reports. If the
recalculated cost rates result in lower
geotherma1 values, the resu 1tant overpay-
ment of royalties is recouped by subtract-
ing the overpaid amount from the monthly
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royalty payments in the following ,Year of
operation. Alternatively, the lessee may
request a lump-sum settlement, but the
granting of a lump sum will be at the
di scret ion of flot1S.
APPROVALS AND SUBMITIALS
All royalty payments, and the valua-
tions on which they are based, are subject
to audit. The lessee is not required to
receive MMS approval for valuing geothermal
production sold under an arm's-length con-
tract; the flot1S generally accepts arm's-
length sales values for royalty purposes.
For geothermal production sold under a non-
arm's-length transaction, the lessee should
submit a valuation proposal for MMS review
and approval. For "no sales" transactions,
the lessee should submit a proposed valua-
tion based on the netback procedure. Pro-
posed netback valuations should be submit-
ted when the investments are known and the
operating expenses can be reasonably
estimated, but at least 90 days prior to
commercial production so that ample time is
allowed for flot1S approval of deductions.
Sufficient backup documentation, including
sales contracts, wheeling arrangements, and
any pertinent approval s by other juri sdic-
tional agencies, must accompany the valua-
tion proposal for flot1S to determine its
acceptability. Invoices for capital ex-
penditures should be maintained by the
1essee incase they are requested duri ng
any subsequent audit.
All inquiries or submittals regarding
the valuation of geothermal production
should be sent to:
Royalty Valuation and Standards Division
Mi nera1s Management Servi ce .
P.O. Box 25165, Mail Stop 653
Denver, Colorado 80225
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Table 4.--Computation of monthly geothermal netback value. example 1
Delivered electricity ••••••••••••••• 60.000.000 kWh
Tailgate electricity•••••••••••••••• 63,000,000 kWh
Value of delivered electricity1 •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• $3,500.000.00
Transportation deduction:
Transmission line costs (cost rate x delivered electricity):
$0.000854/kWh(2) x 60,000,000 kWh =$51.240.00
Transmission costs as percentage of delivered value: 1.46 percent
Allowable transmission deduction •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• $51,240.00
Tailgate value of electricity•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• $3.448.760.00
Generating deduction:
Generating costs (cost rate x tailgate electricity):
$0.040010/kWh(3) x 63,000,000 kWh = $2,520,630.00
Generating costs as percentage of tailgate value: 73.09 percent
Allowable generating deduction (2/3 of tailgate value) ••••• $2,299,173.33
Value of geothe~l production•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• $1.149.586.67
Royalty due (based on a royalty rate of 12.5 percent) •••••••••••• $143.698.33
ITotal revenue received for sale of electricity. including energy payment
and capacity payment.
2Secon d year's cost rate from table 1.
3Second year's cost rate from table 3.
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Table 5.--Computation of monthly geothermal netback value, example 2
Delivered electricity••••••••••••••• 61,500,000 kWh
Tailgate electricity •••••••••••••••• 64,575,000 kWh
Value of delivered electricityl •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• $3,688,770.00
Transportation deduction:
Wheeling charges: S2,500.00
Transmission line costs (cost rate x delivered electricity):
SO.0000834/kWh(2) x 61,500,000 kWh a S51,291.00
Transmission line costs and wheeling charges as percentage
of delivered value: 1.46 percent
Allowable transmission deduction •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• S53,791.00
Tailgate value of electricity •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• S3,634,979.00
Generating deduction:
Generating costs (cost rate x tailgate electricity)
SO.034853/kWh(3) x 64,575,000 kWh = S2,250,632.48
Generating cost reimbursement =
Actual generating costs =
-S10,OOO.00
$2,240,632.48
Generating costs as percentage of gross tailgate value: 61.64 percent
Allowable generating deduction ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• S2,240,632.48
Value of geothermal production••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• S1,394,346.52
Royalty due on value of production (based on a royalty
rate of 12.5 percent) •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• $174,293.32
Production reimbursement: $20,000.00
Royalty due on reimbursement ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• $2,500.00
Total ro .1t due $176 793.32
ITota1 revenue received for sale of electricity, including energy payment
and capacity payment.
2Second year's cost rate from table 1.
3Second year's cost rate from table 3.
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REPORTING REOUIREMENTS
The geothermal lease provides that
royalties on production are due and payable
monthly on the last day of the next month
following" the month in which production
occurred. Monthly royalties must be re-
ported to MMS's AUditing and Financial Sys-
tem (AFS) for proper accounting and credit-
ing. To accomplish this, the lessee, oper-
ator, or royalty payor must submit two
forms: (1) A generally one-time Payor
Information Form (PIF) MMS-4025 and (2) a
monthly Report of Sales and Royalty Remit-
tance Form MMS-2014.
The PIF must be submitted no later
than 30 days following the beginning of
cOll'lllerci a1 production. The PIF is used to
establish and maintain lease and payor
accounts that are required for the monthly
reporting of sales and royalty remittance.
Monthly production and sales, by
transaction codes, are reported on Form
MMS-2014. For lessees with arm's-length
and acceptable non-arm I s-1ength se 11 i ng
arrangements, each sales transaction and
any production-related reimbursements are
reported as separate line items on Form
MMS-2014. For lessees using the netback
procedure to value geothermal production,
only the netted value ("Va1ue of geothermal
production" in tables 4 and 5) is reported
as a single line item; production-related
reimbursements are reported as separate
1ine items. Royalty payments must accom-
pany Form MMS-2014 unless accomplished by
electronic funds transfer (EFT) or other-
wise instructed by MMS.
Specific units of measurement for re-
port i ng geothermal product ion are not re-
quired by MMS at this time. The royalty
payor should report production in the units
prescribed in his sales contract. For most
payors, including those valuing the re-
source under the netback method, the unit
of measurement will be ki10watthours. Any
other commonly used, standard units of
measurement for mass, volume, or energy
prescribed by sales contracts are accept-
able. The production measurements required
by the MMS should not be confused with
those reported to the Bureau of Land
Management, which may require different
measurements used for different purposes.
UNECONOMICAL OPERATIONS
If the lessee finds that a Federal
geothermal lease cannot be successfully
operated as a result of an issued royalty
valuation decision or order. particularly
those lessees valuing resources under the
netback procedure, an appeal can be made to
the Director, MMS. for relief from the de-
cision or order in accordance with the pro-
vi sions of 30 CFR Part 290. (Thi s report
does not constitute an issued valuation
decision or order, and cannot be appealed
in and of itself.) Specific appeals pro-
cedures will be given at the time MMS
issues a decision or order.
If the lessee fails to obtain economic
relief from MMS. he can petition the appro-
priate Bureau of Land Management office for
a temporary royalty rate reduction pursuant
to the provisions of 43 CFR 3205.3-7. The
lessee IIlJst demonstrate an operating loss
before a royalty rate reduction will be
considered. Royalty rate reductions are
not intended to SUbsidize a lessee for
higher than normal start-up-costs; to sup-
port poor or inadequate engineering de-
signs, bad business decisions, or poor
operating practices; or to compensate the
lessee for losses incurred as a result of
market f 1uctuat ions. li kewi se, a royalty
rate reduction cannot be considered if the
apparent purpose is to maintaina prof i t
margin or to mitigate the intent of lease
terms and regulations.
REFERENCES CITED
Occidental Geothermal, Inc. v. Charles T.
Simmons and Robert M. Curtis, 1982:
U.S. District Court, Northern Di strict
of California, No. C-81-0510 MHP.
Williams, H.R., and Meyers, C.J., 1980. Oil
and gas law, index volume, oil and gas
terms: New York, Matthew Bender. 657 p.
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GEOTHERMAL NETBACK VALUATION PROCEDURE
1. Determine annual transmission-line cost rate
Depreciation method:
cost rate ($/kWh) • E + D + I
F
where:
E • Annual operating and maintenance expenses
D • Annual straight-line depreciation of
allowable capital investments
I • Annual return on undepreciated investment
balance
F • Annual kWh of delivered electricity
Return - on - investment method:
cost rate ($/kWh) • E + R
F
where:
E • Annual operating and maintenance expenses
R • Annual return on allowable capital
investment
F • Annual kWh of delivered electricity
GEOTHERMAL NETBACK VALUATION PROCEDURE
2. Determine annual generating (powerplant) cost rate
Depreciation method:
cost rate ($/kWh) • E + D + I
F
where:
E • Annual operating and maintenance expenses
D • Annual straight-line depreciation of
allowable capital investments
I • Annual return on undepreciated investment
balance
F • Annual gross generator output (kWh)
Return-on-investment method:
cost rate ($/kWh) • E + R
F
where:
E • Annual operating and maintenance expenses
R • Annual return on allowable capital
investment
F • Annual gross generator output (kWh)
GEOTHERMAL NETBACK VALUATION PROCEDURE
3. Determine monthly transmission deduction
• transmission -I ine cost rate x delivered electricity
• add wheeling charges, if applicable
• test for 50 percent limit against value of
delivered electricity
4. Compute tailgate value of electricity
• value of delivered electricity - transmission
deduction
5. Determine monthly generating deduction
• generating cost rate x tailgate electricity
• test for two-thirds (2/3) limit against tailgate value
of electricity
6. Compute value of geothermal production
• tailgate value of electricity - generating deduction
ALTERNATIVE FUEL METHOD
1. Determine amount of thermal energy utilized
TE • (hin - houl) x density x 0.133681 x volume
where:
TE • thermal energy utilized (Btu)
hin • fluid enthalpy (Btu/lb) at facility
inlet, based on inlet temperature
hout • fluid enthalpy (Btu/lb) at facility
outlet, based on outlet temperature
density • mass per unit volume (Iblcu ft) of
inlet fluid, based on inlet
temperature
0.133681 • conversion factor (cu ft/gal)
volume • gallons of fluid utilized
2. Convert TE to million Btu's (MMBtu)
MMBtu • TE/1 ,000,000
3. Determine value of alternative fuel in $/MMBtu
4. Compute value of geothermal resource utilized
geothermal resource value • MMBtu utilized x unit
value ($/MMBtu) of alternative fuel
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Revision of Geothermal Reaourca
Valuation Regulatlons and Retated
Toptca
AQINCY: Minerals Managemen! Service
(~lMS). Interior.
ACTION: Notice of proposed nJlemaking.
SUMMARY: The Minerals Management
Service (MMS) is proposing to amend
and clarify existing regulations to define
the nlue. for royalty purposes. of
geothermal resources produced from
Federal lands administered bv the
Departments of the Interior and
Agriculture. Geothermal resources on
Indian (Tribal and allotted) lands are
excluded from this proposed rulemaking.
-Existing. regula lion., proVide only
general guidance for the valuation of
geothermal production. The amended
rule will provide industry and the public
with a comprehensive and consistp.nt
geothermal valuation policy and
standards for valuing geothermal
resources and geothermal byproduct'!.
DATES: Written comments must be
received on or before March 6, 1989.
ADDNSS: Written comments may be-
mailed to Minerals Management
Service. Royalty Management Program,
Rules and Procedures Branch. Denver
Federal Center. Building 8.'5. P.O. Box
25165. Mail Stop 662. Denver. Colorado
8022.'i. Attention: Dennis C. Whitcomb.
A public hearing may be held at a
future date. The time and location will
be announced in a future notice
published in the Federal Register.
'0" fURTHER INfORMATlON CONTACT:
Dp.nnis C. Whitcomb. Chief. Rules and
Procedqres Branch. (303) 231-3432., (FrS)
326-3432.
SUPPL£MENTA"Y IN..O"MATlON: The
principal authors of this proposed
rulp.making are Charles Brook and
Michael Throckmorton. Royalty
Valuation and Standards Division.
Royalty Management Program. !l.fMS.
1.1:ltroductioD
The Geothermal Steam Act of 1,970. 30
U.S.C. 1001-1025 (the Act). established
the statutory framework for the leasing
and management of geothermal
resoure:es on public. withdrawr.. lind
acquired lands administered by thl!
Departments of the Interior and
Aliriculture. The Act mandlltes that
geothermal lealles will provide for a
royalty on the amount or value of steam.
or any other form of heat or p.nergy. and
byprodur.ts derived from production
under the lease and sold or utilized by of energy converted from the thermal
the lessee or reasonably susceptible to energy of the resource. Lower-
sale or utilization by the lessee. The temperature geothermal resources are
Geothermal Resources Lease (the lease .uitable for direct utilization processes:
instrument) expands on the royalty that is. space heating and agricultural
provisions of the Act by adding that and manufacturing operations requiring
royalties must be paid on the amount or procesl heat The recovery of
value of geothermal resources produced. byproduct. (Iulfur. lead. zinc. potassium
processed. removed. sold. or utilized compound•• etc.) and demineralized
from the lease or reasonably susceptible water i. feasible. but has not yet been
to sale or utilization by the lessee. accomplished on a commercial scale.
However. the lease instrument provides
that unused geothermal resources may The existing regulations provide only
be reinjected into the subsurface general guidance for the valuation of
without payment of royalties if such geothermal production. This is
reinjection is approved by the proper particularly true with respect to those
authority. resources that are utilized by the tesset!
The Act delegate. to the Secretary of and are not involved in a sales
the Department of the Interior aU transaction. This proposed rulemakmg is
authority for the administration of designed to provide greater clarity to
Federal geothermal leases. including geothermal valuation regulations.
issuance of rules and regulations a. Currently. this greater clarity is providp.o
appropriate to implement the Act The by policy interpretation.
lease instrument expressly authorizes • To take advantage of electricity pncp.
the Secretary to establtsh miDim~- .__41~entiy~so_ffered under PURPA. an
values for the purpose of computing increasing number'of lessees are'
royalties in accordance with applicable utilizing geothermal resources dirp.ctly in
regulations. Geothermal valuation their own powerplants for the
regulations cun-ently appear at 30 CFR generation and sale of electricity, In
206.350 and 206.351. which were these situations. there are no sales of the
redesignated from §§ 206.300 and resource on which to base value.
206.301 in a Federal Register Notice Consequently. MMS established a
published on January 15. 1988 (53 FR geothermal netback procedure to valut! ,
1184).. these "no sales" resources. relying
The foremost use of geothermal primarily on the existing regulations ilt
resources is the generation of electricity. 30 CFR 206.3SO{a)(2) and (b)(2). The
The development of the geothermal netbacit valuation procedure was fil'9t
indu.stry in the Uni~ed States received a applied in 1985. In addition. MMS
sl~ficant boost WIth passage of the developed guidelines for the valuation
Public Utilities Regulatory Policies Act of geothermal resources that were sold
of 1~8. 16 U.S.C. 2601 (PURPA). The act prior to power generation. also relyin~
proVIded both an avenue for the on the existing regulations at 30 CFR
o~~':5hip of s~~l1 power generati~~ 206.350. The netbacit procedure and
facllttles by entIties other than utibties other guidelines for valuing Federal
and p~~e incen~ves for the ~ale of geothermal resources used to generate
electriCIty. The ~plementation ~f electricity were made available to the
PURPA was particularly benefiCIal for public in October 1981 with the issuancp.
gleothermal developmer:tt because. of a report entitled "Valuation of
easees could c?mmerclally explOIt more Federal Geothermal Resources-
resources. particularly the smaller. Electrical Generation." Th n tb k
moderate-temperature geothermal' . . e e BC
resources in remote areas. procedure was revlSed In June 19M to
As a primary source of thermal reflect .changes .effec~veMarch 1. 1,988.
p.nergy. or heat. geothermal resources regardl~g.MMS s poltcy o.n computln!!
have a variety of uses. which was ~ans~lsslonand generatlI~gdeductlOl1Il,
recognized by the Act. However. unlike mcluding changes concemlI~g the rates
oil. gas. coal. and other energy used to c~m~ute returns .on I.nvestments.
commodities. geothermal resources can The guldehnes appeanng In the June
neither be transported long distances 1988 report "Valuation of Federal
nor stored: thev must be utilized Geothermal Resourcee-£lectrical
immediately after production and in Generation" (and its October 1987
c1o,~ proximity to the production well. predecessor) represent MMS's official
The temperature of the resource by-and- valuation policy and are to remain in
large dictates the type of utilization of effect until new vatuation regulations
the resource. Higher-temperature are published a. a final rulemakinJ!.
geothermal resources are predominantly Copies of the revised report may be
used to generate electricity. which, obtained by contacting the person
consistent with the Fil'9t Law of identified in the "Address" section of
Thermodynamics. is essentially a form this preAmhle.
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II. Pwpoee uriB~
The MMS It proposing to revise the
currenl regulMtions regarding the
valuation of geothp.rmal resources to
accomplish the fo!lowing:
(It) Oarify aDd e'tpand on existing
\'alulttion policy and ,tandarda a, they
upply to geolhermal resources used for
electrical ~eration.
(bl Provide clellr slandardll fur valuing
g~thermal relOU1'Ct:s used in direct
t;lilization processes.
(cl Provid. clellr standii!ds for valuing
jtcothennal b)'Prod:Jcts. .
(d) Place the geothermal roy:tlty
valuation In a formal comprotilJle with
:he valuation regulations for other
leasable minerals.
(e) Provide Industry and the pulJllc
with a comprehensive and consistent
geothennal vaJuaticn policy.
Structurally. these rules would modify
the existing pro\;sion, and add new
section. to Subpan H of 30 CFR Parts
::0:' zoe. %10. and 212. These proposed
rules would be applied prospectively
and would lupeneode all currently
effective geothermal l'e5OUlC8 valuation
directly.. i..ued by MMS or its
predecessor agency. the U.S. Geological
SW"."eY. Tha MMS anticipates that
specific guideliDes goveminK reportias
:-equinnnenta consistent with the
~eothermaJ valuation regulations will be
IOcorporated into an MMS Geothermal
!'lIyor Handbook .ubeequect m the
l)ubtication of the final role i::I the
federa! R.ePt8r.
The 1)W1)058 of the regu!atioQl is to
ddina the value. for royalty purpaae..,. of
geothermal fUOurcel produced boom
Federall.and-. Indian lands were
e"(eluded by the Geolh~lStl'.aat Act.
V.lue can be detvrnined IA dlffereut .
way.. and the.. proposed~ explain
how value would be-estab1iM18d·1IDdee
\·driou. circumstances. VaNation:
lltandarda are grouped· according to haw
lhe geothemaal l'Nource ;. utiMzedl
Electrical genenltion. d!ntct utiJi%atioo.
,md/or recovery of b~-prod-e1"Within
!·<\ch ~p. valuation .tan~
lIescnbed according to the type of
·~·~ilI;RCllon: ann'I-length or non-arm:.
.• ':1Il:h and dispositions of the resource
·'II! !Iub;ect to a ,ales trltnsaclion (lbe
ltlH:alled "no sales" tramlletionsl;
Valuation procedure, are di££.erent for
each group.
The term "grou proceeds"u
introduced into the valoation. st,mdards
to replace the "total consideration"
lan8U8ge at parag!'apb (a)f~ of
~ ~.3.'iO.The conupt. bowe\·er.
remainl the same: Value cannol be· less
than the grOIS proceeds (tol.al .
l:onsideration) acc~tl~ to the AcllSee for
any diapuition of the seothermat
re.o~
Vahaatioa Itandards fot 8"OthlllmaJ
resotll'Ces URd to generate eleetridty
follow the criteria and procedures. with
certain modifications. e.laolisbed in the
June 1~ report "Valuatioa of FederaJ
GeothermaJ Resources-F.!eetrica1
Generation." The proposed rolemaking
codifies the netbock procedure used fot
\'alw~geothemll1 resources under "no
sales" situations. Valuation procedures
for geothermal relOUl'Ce' ustld in direct
utilization procetsetl follow the internal
proceduree aDd prActice used by ,."L"dS.
The propoaed rule i. a departure from
:he emting resullltions. The c:hief
difference is the elimination of th~ list of
facto" given at exis.ing 30 CFR
Z06.J5O(a) that were to be con,idered in
"st"blishins the \'Illue of geothermal
re,ource.. Thatliit don not gi1;e
priority 10 any particular factor. By
contra.t. the proposed rule establishes
specific: conditiorU and ;>rocedures for
\'aluing the resource.
m. Requested Commenb OD Selected
Issu..
The publit: i. invited to comment on
all aspect, of the propost:d rulemaJr.i.ag.
Comments on specific sections should
identify the section number and
parall'f'aph beinlot addressed. In addition.
MMS is requesting comments on. the
specific issue, described below.
Section 2DZ.3tJ3 Measurement
stanciarch fM reporting and pO}'i1t!l
royaltm.
This propoaed section etltabMhetl for
the fi.~ time consielent units of
meaauremaat for reportiaIJ 880YwlrmaI
productioD for royalty purposeL 1ft the
past.geo~production has heeD
reported in-a muJtitucJ. of unite.
Inchldbll kilowattboun aad·
mepwatttmw-. of electricity. poan.-
and thotaaDdwof pound. of .team. and
gaUera of water. The MMS propoees to -
standaniUlil the reptntq unit, by
specifyiszl tbatvahlatima in terms of
l"lectricity wmz1d be reported a.
kilo...attilolU1t. valuationa in tenRl of
weight WCM1id be reported 85 thousand.
of pewada, and valuations in terma of
thermal eoeqy wouJd be reported as
milltoM of Btu'~
-The MMS ia propoeiOI that direct
utiliuaon rwources and commen::iau,.
deminersku4-w8tet be<repGfted· in anita-
of bllndred.a oIlallons to the neuwt
hlllldred pUOIIa. Howriel'. MMS i.e
unsore whether lOCh a requirement is
ilPPropri-. 01' whether-there~
um~ aho.Ud be-in gallona or tho\lsancb
of gallons. Accordingly. MMS is
reques ting COIJ'tIMnts and
recommendatioQl on· the proper
repor1in~ unit. when rne:tSuremp.nl, lU'!!
on a volume {galionaJjeJ basis.
S.-'(:tion :!tJtJ.3S2 ~'aJuati()1/ $!andun/~
for 8/cctneaJsent!fOUon
Thi, propoaed aection establishPfl
procedurea for vahd,. geothermal
resources (steam and hoi water} Ul'ecllo
~ate electricity. Values are
determined in Rccordance with the typP.
of tnuwaction under which the rP.SOl:rr..e
is disposed: Arm·....engt!lsales. or non-
IIrm',-leDJrth and "no sales"
transaction..
Fnr geothennal reSOQI"CP.S 1I(,ld und,.r
1111 arm's-Iength contract. proposed
~ ~J52tblwould provide that the
lessee', groll' proceeds (revenu~ pili!!
any other consideration directly or
indirectly received for the disposi!ion of
the resoun:f!) accruing f;om the am·...
length sales transaction would e~tahli!lh
the \'alue of the resource fot roy..:ty
purpose.. Thia is a general role that
eUflntiaUy follows the existinll ..rm·~·
len!!th valuation ~delinesgivl'n In Ih..
June 191:18 report "Valuation of Fl'd.. r;,1
Geothennal Resources-E1ectrir.a1
Generation." However. MMS rp'llf'rV"S
the ri~bl under the Propolled re~lIlalilln!l
to establish a different value if;t
determines that lhe contract dop.s nn{
reflect the to&aJ consideralinn pitssinl(
between buyer and aeJler or rlil:COVPf'l!
that the valae is unreallOD8ble owin~ to
impropriety between the contractin\.l
pRrties.
For geotbennal relOW'Cee used to
generate electricity and DOt sold under
an ann'.length contnct-thal is. thoS+'!
rcsou.n:ee -"d to the les6ee', pow~r·
~tinI.ffi1iatetinder. na.wmn'.
iomgda oontrad or rnourc:es utnized by
lhe Iesaee in its owa powerplant and
Ihus DOlaubjeot to-.a aa.contntet-
pt'opeeed t ZOU52(c) woaW pRmde 11
sequence el bendwaaril. to value the
relource.11Ieonlue wovMI be
establishedJn accordallC8- with 1M firat
applicable of It. foUowiq.proc:edul't!1l:
(l)The.~....,i~ of the :UOM
proceeds pafd 01' nteeived by the lp.ssee
under ita own anIl·..lensth conlrncls for
the pwcba.. 01 sale of aimllar qllantitip!l
oflike-qulny~in the S8mlt
fielde
(2) nu. vakae dekrmiBed by tnp.
netbeck method takfns into account the
lessee's coeo of geneNnnll lind
tranamittinlteMctrtdty: or any other
:-ellSC\nabl.. van..tioft method apprtwpn
bv MMS.
•rr1l~wurd "'t " aIao refera·to the
leuH'.po~ tinS affiliilte. Sfoe
propoaed definition of leNee in
proposed seetiorr 206.351.t Under llll
cin:trrmnances. however; will MMS
Accept a value th1rtis Ie.. than the srm!l5
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proCf!eds received by the les... under
it. non-arm's-Iength contract for the sale
of geothermal resources from the lease,
Cross proceeds always establlshe. a
minimum value against which othl'!T
values are compared,
The ~L"fS believes that the first
valu.tion benchmark-the weighted
average method-would be in~quently
employed: there are likely few instances
where the lell", or the lellee', power-
generatma .ffiliate. will purchase
additional leatherma! resources to
supply the powerplant or where the
lesee. will have excess production to
sell to other operata,.. However, it
introduces two concepts thaI depart
from valuation crileria commonly used
for other lea.able minerals. notably oil
and gas: (1) MMS is proposing that
purchases or sales of geothermal
resources in other fields (the "area"
concept) would not be considered in
establishing geothermal values. and (2)
the prices established in the contracts of
other leseees in the lame field would not
be considered in e,stablishing
geolhermal values. The physical ilnd
chemical characteriltics of geothermal
relQurces vary widely from field to field.
primarily because of differences in
lemperature, salinity, phase, and
producibility of th.e geothermal fluid.
Even in geothermal provinces. such as
the Sellon Trough of Southern Califomia
and adjacent Mexico. the physical end
chemical characteristics of the
geothermal fluids from each of the many
Field. are diffeTtlnt, Geothermal fluid
r:haraeterilJtlcs dictate the t~ of .,
conversion technology and design of the
powerplant for utilization of. particular
geothermal resources, For these realQlU.
MMS believes Ihat a valuation based on
comparison to contract sales outside of
any given field is inappropriate,
AccordinslY, the· ...rea.. concept no
longer would be used for geothermal
resource valuation. Comments are
invited regarding this concept.
With respect to the second~'cept.
sever,,) hctm's can influence the-value'
or priCp. of geothermal resources nen
Within Ihtl same filed. A major factori~
the variely of methods uled to eltabtiah
~eothermal price in arm's-length
(llnt:':ICts, I-'or example, at the Geysers
~leam field in CGlifomia. the sales prices
flf the steam resource vary by • factor of
more t."an two, owing to the multiple
methods of computing those prices,
Some of the stem is priced in lerm, of
net kilo.watthoun generated based on
the purchaler's noided coets' oUoasH '
ilnn nucll'laT fuels t:sed in conventional
powerplaDta. Other Iteam II priced· in
term. of thouaandl of pounds dRilvered
based on a variety of economic indexe•.
Another factor that can lnfIuenc:~
geothermal values il powerplant
efficiencies. Because of design and ap .
differencel. each powerplant ha. a,
differentefficieney for converting beet
into electricity. As • general rule.
operata" of the more efficient
powerplants are willi", to pay higher
prices for the geothermal resource
because of cbeaper conversion co.ta.
Powerplant efficienciel thu. can
significantly affect U:e unU price of the
resource. Considering the complexity of
the factors involved. M.'-iS beli"es Ihat
a geolhermal valuation baled on prices
established in the contracts of other
lessees in the field in not appropriate.
Thil concept alia would eliminate from
consideration any valuation ba.ed on a
majority price IS cUlTently prov;ded for
at 30 CFR 206.35O(a)(I). The MMS has
found that the establishment of a
majority price il impracticable for
geothermal resource valuation and is
proposing to abandon thil procedure.
Comments are requested on thil concept
of not usina prices establilbed in other
lessee's contractl to determine v41ue,
The use of the first "other thaD arm:..
length.. valuation benchmark would be
predicated on the lessee'l sale. .
,purchase, or other dilpoation of a
"$imilar quantity" of like-quality
resource, The intent of, tm.lilRmnlf
condition irto avoid a valUlttiOtr ba.ed""
on salel or purchases of small volume. '
that wou1<tanduIy affect the value of1h1r
majority of the lellee's production. '
The MMS antidpate. that the
procedure prescribed in the .eCGDd.
benchmark will be the predominaDt
valuation method used to .alue '
geothermal reMurcea thet are ned to:
generated electrtdty and dispond under
non-amn-Iength and na sale.
situationa. When geothermal resouroe.,
are uled to generate .1ectrtet~-tM1 i••
the thermal enel'!Y of the reso~ ia
converted into higher priced electica1
enel'!Y-MMS believeL that the value of
the resource il effectively enhanced by
the conversion procesl. The netback .
procedure compensates for thil
enhancement of value by subtracting the
COlts of electrical generation and
transmislio~thetransmi..ion .nd
generating deductions described in
proposed II 206.343 and 206.354.
respectively-from the sales price of the
electricity. However. several in tne
geothermal indultry believe tha. the
netback procedure yield, values that e~
unreal~ttc:a1l1 hiP and thus do not
, rea.d e "muket value" on which
royalties should be be=ed. Accordingly,
MMS Is .eekin.commentl on whether
the netbaclt procedure should b&
modified and. if 10. bow,
One af indultry'l more serious
concerns re.1rdill1 the netbaclc
calcUlation i. the rate of return al:owed
on invested capital used in t.'1e
determinationa of the transmission and
generatinB deductionl. A retum on
inveltment i. provided to reimburse the
leu.. for the COlt of capital necessary
to fund con.truction of the powerplant
and transmislion facilities. The rate of
retum Ipecified in the proposed
I?gulattons for determining tranamisllion
and generating deductions is 1.5 limes
the Standard and Poor'. BBB industrial
bond rate. The MMS il seekins
commentl on whether this rate of re!u.il
is appropriate for geothermarpower '
projecta. or whether lome other rate uf
return .hould be used. Respondents
should explain the rationale for their
proposed ratel of return and include
citatiOllS of publicly available reference.
lupportil18 or clarifying their proposal.
A "proportion-of-profill" method has
beeD propoeed a. an altemative to the
netbaa valuation procedure. m.tead of
a standard rata uNd to compute the
r.nam on imleeted capital under the
netbeck procedure. the proportion-ef-
proStI, method provide. for • return on
immed'eapital by allowing each alpect
bf1fte ptOjecf (resource development
and' prodUi::66ti. Power seneration. and
tranlin~.ionJ to eam the actuaJ.retum
earned by the project a" a wbole. The
proportion-of·proflll metbodll premiled
on the theory that each dollar of .
inve.ted capital earns the .~e
percentage:of project profita. ..
Accontingly. tae nlue of the relOW"Ce
UpOD whid!. royalty ~ l:Iased would be
determined by th.. proporttonalshare of
the geothermal project'. Det operating
Income attributable to the geothermal
field. The unit value of the geothermal
resource (in dolla,. per kilowatthour] is
detemuned by the equation
GE + (NOl)(
l.,",' Fl/'Tll,
Vlltue • ----
EO
where GE is the geothermal field
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operatinl experaes plua royalties. NOt capacity payment repreeeDU, the utility's
is the net operating income of tha entire avoided costl associated with capital
project (electricity sales revenue less investments in powerplant. and
~ransmillion.generating. and field transmission .y.tem. to meet customer
expen.e.). Fl is the investment in the delivery demands or utility loan
neld (acquisition and development rp.quirements. Capacity pllymentl are
:-osts). TI is the total i:wt'stment in the generally set amountl based on
~ecthermal project (field. pcwerplant. minimum delivery requirement•. They
~nd transmi15ion line investments). and are often made in equal monthly
EO i. the amount of deli\-ered installments for making available to the
,:iectrfcity: TM.MM~ is requestmg utility a certain amount of electricity.
r.':~ment. on the applicability and Under the netback procedure. the
feasibility of USinll the proportion-of· value of lite electric:ty forml the basi.
profit' method for determining for deriving the value of the ge&tlwmal
<pf)thermal values. re.ource. The MMS hal hiltorically
- ,\n "alternative-fuels" approach hal considered the value of the electricity a.
.. :so been proposed a. a substitute for to including both the energy payment and
'he netback procedure, The alternative- the capacity payment. pursuant to the
f',~el. approach il currently Wled to value "total consideration" concept at exi.tinlt
~eothennal resources used in direct 30 CFR 206.3SO(a1l2} and the "value of
'J,dization processes, L'nder this method. ~he end product" concept at eltisting
ihe value of the gec~ermal resource 1206.350(b)(2). Thi. phi/olophy has been
would be based on the Btu-equivalent carried over into the proposed
value of conventional fo~sil fuels (coal. regulations in the definition of "~Sl
'),1. or gas) used to ~enerate electricity. proceed.... However. some geothermal
\5ee discussion of proposed § ~06.35S. !ellees halle argued that the capacity
valuation standards for direct ;:ayment should not be included as part
utilization. for sll88ested el;uation to of the value of electricity because the
compute thermal energy utilized.) Thil capacity payment renects the
method would assign a value based on powerp!ant'. ability to deliver electricity
, :.he price of fossil fuels compared to the - and thus dependlt on the attributes of
---.~nt.o.!JhernW. t::iei:.n, con;uriiii1ftlr- - the·l'lJWerptant 1tsetHlM-ttet QA.tAa.._
'.he powerplant. Because powerplant. --geotliTrrii'iil'eaOQiCc. {This l'iewI'eiAl
'Ising conventional fuels operate at can be a~ed from the opposite
much higher temperature·s and pressure. perspective in that a powerplant caMot
than do geothermlll powerp!ants. other operate. especially at Peak efficiency.
factors (such as combustion and boiler without. sufficient supply of quality
,::fficiencies) may have to be considered fuel-that is. geothermal resource.} TIle
'Jnder this valuatioD method. The MM3 MMS is aware that all or some portion'
requests comments and analyse. on the of capacity payment. may-coDtinue'in·
fe39lbility of using the alternative-fuel. certain cases. auch .. forced outages.
"'ethod for valuing geothennal resource. without delivery of electricity. Although
':'1 all cases. The ~MS also requests these instance. of nondelivery Iftt'-
' ..li8cstions on how the Btu-equivalent IlsuaUy temporary. they do raile the
'!alue of alternative conventional fUBIa poaaibllity of the lessee receiving a
;;hould be determined. payment when geothermal resources ara
The MMS i. contemplatinj whether not f'")duced or utill.ud. However. MMS
:he valuation of electric!ty should be I. alao aware that geothermal
-tddressed in connection with the production i. seldom completely shut in
'It-tback procedure. t:nder most clllTent durin& periods of powerplant downtime
;,tuations. the powerplants that are or outages. Rather. production i.
owned and operated by geothermal generally either vented or flowed
!essees are certified as "small power through powerplant bypas.es during
'Jroduction facilities" lmder PURPA. downtime to maintain the working
.\ccordin~ly. eltctric utilities are cond)Hon of weU. aDd gathering lines. or
~eqcired to purchase the electricity from continue. to generate electricity to
'hese powerplants at rates based on the maintain internal powerplant operatlona
ptlrchasinlt1t4i1ity's..a\'oUiedcow_ . during forced outage•• On the premiae
pursuant to rules im1'le~elWiRs-J!1JREA th.at a capacity payment may trine' & -. __
as delegeted to State regulatory r(\yalty obligation without there bei"W'
duthoritiea. In these instances. the any geothermal production. MMS ia
.;cothermaliessee/poweilliant owner reque.ting comments on whether
usually receivel both an p.nergy capacity pa~-ments should be included
payment and a capacity payment for the as part of the value of electricity. The
delivery of electricity. The energy ~t.....tS would also like to know to what
playment represents the purchasing exlent geothermal production is shut In
utility's avoided costs of fuels u.ed to when no electricity is delive~ed but
"perale conventional powerplants. The capacity payments ace 3tiU received. If
capacity payments are Dot included as
part of the value of electricity. MMS
would likely consider them as reducing
the le.see'. powerpla:tt operati:lg costs;
the gentlrating dtoduction would then be
reduced accordingly.
Another concem regarding the
\'aluation of electricity for application of
the nelback procedure is when the
geothermallellc~/powerplar.t ope~alor
is also an electric utility company: in
other words. when there are no third-
party sales of the electriCity on which to
base value. One po"ibility of
meblishina..the value of the elect.iclty
at the powerplant tailgat~woWdbe a
weighled average of the utility)
customer rates less transmission costs.
The MMS requests comments on th.s
and on altemative electricity valuation
methods when the geothermal lessee is
also the power-generating utility
company.
The MMS is also contemplating
whether or not to address the valuiltion
of the resource when the lessee has an
arm's-length generating agreement with
a third party but receives revenue from
the lale of electricity. Sur.h a situation
would arise where a lessee haa an
electricity ,ale. contract but. for
whatever reason. has a third party
gen~rat!.JJi~.electticitv.1'tre~-
. believe. tha t tne cl'lancef"Of ttrir- - -'
situlltion occurring are remote and.
therefore. has not addressed this
situation in the propo.ed replation•.
~everthelell.MMS i. requesting
comment. on whether soch a situation is
likely. whether It shouJd b. addreued In
the rulemaking. and. if '0. what methods
should be used to value tba relource.
If MMS finda that valUlt cannot be
determined by either the weighted
average method or the n~tback
procedure. the Hcond valuation
benchmarlt would provide MMS with
regulatory flexibility to develop or
approve different valuation methods
and procedure..
Section. 20t1353 and 206.354
Determination of tran.mission and
generating deductions
These sectJora e.tabliah the
procedures for computin& transmission
and genel1ItiDi deductiora uaed in the
netback valuation method. In addition to
the questiOD of the appropriate rate of
retum on capitalinve.tment disoueeQ. -
above. MMS i. requestinl commeftts on
the following illue. common to the
determination of both deductions.
(1) The propoaed regulations provide
that trar:lmiuion·!ine co.ta and
generating co.ta can be computed using
either a straight.line depreciation with jj
return on undepreciated capital
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(hta-!l..l x density x 0.13368'1 )(
vohlme.
Thermal energy diaplaced c ---------
investment. or a return on capital
investment without depreciation. The
return on capital iD\'estment method
would be applicable only to those
facilities first placed into service on or
lIil!!r March 1. 1968. ~farch 1, 1988. is the
.. ff~cli\'e date or r.ew oil and g3S
~'aluation ~guliltions that w~re
published in the Federal Regi~teron
/dnuary 15, 1988 (53 FR 1184 ilnd 12301,
whi,;h first provided for the use of the
retum-on-<:apital investment method.
Thi1 method. as well'ls the effective
ddte, was adopted for geothermal
resource valuation. The adoption of this
methoe i. not precluded by curr!!nt
regulations. The MMS ~uests
r;ommenll on whether thc~ should be a
one-time election to use the retum-on-
capital investment method for those
facilities placed into service before
M3rch 1, 1988.
(~) The proposed rellulationlj limit
rl"preciation to the life of the geothermal
project. with the caveat that this usually
means the term of the electricity !tales
contract unlesl the leasee can show
otherwise. The MMS must be protected
from situationl in which IlJ\ electricity
·;ales contract may expire and the lessee
is unable to negotiate a new contract.
even thoush the lease is stiU COlpctble of
production and the.powe~t remainl
op9.rable. AccordiDgly, MMS requeata
'.ommentl on whether dept2'Ciation
should be bued on a fixed time period
r:om~nsuratewith the firat salee
a~rl!"mentor lOme other rcasonable
period of time, and what conditions or
consideraliona might extend or decreaae
a depreciation period.
(J) The propoeed regulations prescribe
that a powerplant or transmis!lion lin.
",,·.~n: h," I~ the enthdipy in Btu's/lb lit
th~ I)~qization fec:ili>v inlet (be,ed on
n"-;l·.·,r..d :nlet t~rr"t:r.lturel. ho... is the
'lr.lh:lf ... ~ 'n Blu·!lI1~ltt the facility outlet
(bJ5~ on meusured outlet temper-dturc).
d'!n:i1tv i, in lba/cu ft based 00 inlet
t..mpcrliture. tbe factor 0.133681 (eu ttl
14.,1) mnvl'!rlll ~Hllon~ to cubic feet. and
••)lurne i, the q~Atity~f~thl!'mlal
1"lId in gallons produced at the
wdlhead ot lne'lIJurll!d at an approved
1l
'
1int. "Thermal energy displaced- is
th..n in Btu's. AssuminjJ a ~othermal
dfil:ip.ncy factClT of 1.0, MMS proposed
It) lise an efficiency factor of 0.7 for coa)
and 0.8 for oil. natul'31 !!all. and related
"II'I:t (hut3ne. prop3ne. die!'!1. etc.).
would be depreciated only once: that is.
the dep~ciationschedale established by
the original owneT would not be altered
with 8 cham!!e in ownership, Because the
Government does not participate in the
profit or lossee that could ~su1t from a
sale of a powerplant or transmission
line. MMS takes the pOlition that it
should share in the depreciation or those
facilities only once. Comments are
invited on the issue of ~capilalization
and the jusufication of redepreciating a
powerplant or transmisaioo line with a
change in owuenthip.
The propoeed regulations also provide
that if the transmissiun and/or
generating deduction. 81 determined at
the end of the tuUluaJ reporting period.
resulta in a netback value that il Ie,.
Ihan that on whicb the lesSH paid
royalties the lesat!e it due a credit
Refund. are not encouragp.d by the MMS
because Ilf undue administrative
hurdens. Rather. any credit for royalty
overpayment. would be taken against
future royalty payments until the credit
is dupleted. Instructions 00 takinl
crP.<lits would be addressed iD the
Gflothermlll Payor Handbook to be
prepared sometime after final
rulemaking.
Section ?08 35$. ',.'iJluotion $tcmdrrrds -- -
for direct utilization
Thil proposed Hction establlabee the
proceduree for vatuing geothermal .
resources (bot weter) !lut are used foz
pu.rposes otbar than electrical
generation (ror example, IpacAl heating.
greenhouee operation&, aDd industrial
proceeaee). M with geothermaJ
reeeut~ UHd to senerate eMtctric.ity.
the proposed reguJations COl direct
efficiency CaetQr
(Efficiency fKt01'8 from Ball. Vic. 191:13.
Generating greenhouae beat: Grower
Talk•. v. 46. no. l.2. p. ~28.) The value
of the geothermaJ resource is Ihen
determined by multiplying tbe ItmoWlt of
thermal eoergy di.placed by the unit
value (dollars per Btu) of the alternative
enef!)' source. The MMS requeata - .
commenta on whetbeT this method
correctly reflec:ts the value or
geothermaJ reeoUJ'CeS used in direct
atiJiution processes. on what
llltemative method. may be used. and
on the applicability of USiDA the
~ffjciency ractors.
In addition to the efficiency factor, the
propo!led altemative fuel eoproach
utilization ~sources prescribe Ihat value
will be based on eitheT the lessee's 8rns~
proceeds received under an arm's·len~th
sales contract. or the first applicable
benchmllrk for dispo.itions under norr-
arm's-Iength or "no .ales" situations.
The bl!J1chmark valuatioD system for
direct utilization ~tource. differs from
that for geothel'tMl resources u...ed to
generate electricity in that the second
benchmark prescribe. a value based on
the lea.t expensive, reasonable
i1lternative fuel source.
Most direct utilization geothcnnul
resllurces·willlikely to be used by
lesflt!es in tbeir own facilities and thull
not Ilubject to either ann's-Iength or nvn-
arm's-length sales. Accordingly, ~~fS
anticipates that the second
bencllmark-the least expensive.
reils\)nable .Itemative fucl approal:h-
will be the predominant method USt!U til
value Jirect utilization resources. Thi~ i~
essentially the same method currently
Ulled by MMS. except for the propos~J
inclusion of an efficiency factor in the
e4uation u.ed 10 calculate the am<)',ot "f
thermal enef!)' di.placed by the
geothermaJ retource. Tbe efficiency
fac.:10rs corrects for the fact that not .Jil
of the heat de.ti\'edltom combuetio~or
an alteroative fuel caD be converted to
an equaJ amount of utilized geothermal
beet. It tak.. mora beet from the
combustion or alternative fuela to creilte
aR equal amount or geotbermaJ l'P.SOurI..e
beat directly utilized becau.ee of boil~r
10MeS ani:i stack emi..iona. The
equations ror determininl the amount Ilf
fHi (in.terms of Bw'.) diaplac:ed by the
potbermal reeource llDdc the propose..J
rule i.I
differs from that currently uaed by
speci!yi/1l the leut expeneive.
reasonable aJtemative fueL Thia
qualificatioll eeseDtially restricts lilt!
alternative Cue! choMn to one that
would Ilormally be ueed ill a given dir~;t
utilizatiOIl proces. at the locatiOD of
ut1J1zation. For example. coal may Dot bf!
a reasonable aJtematift fuel for IOm~
processes or in some &ocanona because
of environmental eODlide,.tions. The
~~fS would Uke comments on whe!h'lr
this qualification I. warranted anti. if ~O,
what criteria ahould be ueed to
determine the mo.t reaaonable
tiltemative fuel.
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The MMS hal not addreSled is the
propo:.ed ruJemoking how the
I'f'!lis~r.3ble alternative fuel would be
\ill'.!:·J. preferring at thi. time to
c')!ls:cer individual circumstances. Spot
prit.~s for oil and g85... published in
trar1~ j')im1all. local market prices for
the all~mative fuels. and IIverage
regional pricel for coal aI published by
the U,S, Covernment'l Energy
Information ABency bave been used or
conlidered in the past. The MMS would
like commenu on whether the valuation
of aUemative fuels should be addrelled
in the final ruJemaking and. if so. what
criteria should be used to value the
alternative fuel.
Section 206.358 Valuation standards
for byproducts.
This proposed section describes the
methods that would be used to value
byproductl. including commercially
demineralized water. recovered from
geothermal production. As contemplated
by the definition of "byproduct'" in the
Geothermal Steam Act. byprOducU are
recovered after'a geothermal relouree
hal been Uled in a geothermal
utilization facility (a poW1!rplant or-
direct utilizallon facility). Although'
byproducu are not being recovered on •
commercial lcale-to MMS's
knowleda...-.t thil time. some IWfui- il
currently being recovered by hydrosea
sulfide abatement facilities in
connection with power generation:
However. the sulfur apparently I.not'
being commercially sold. Other
byproductl that could potentially be
recovered include sodium and
pot..lium compoundl and. if economiCi
should prove fealible. perhapa lead.
zinc. and other metallic elementl.
As with geothermal resource I uled to
generate electricity or used in direct
utilization processes. the value of the
byproduct would be establilhed either
l-y the leSlee's arms-length contract or
by the first applicable criteria under a
non-arm's-Iength or "no sale."
benchmark system. Briefly summarized.
the benchmark criteria are ordered as
follows:
(1) The lessee's gross proceeds
.J::r.ryir.g under its non·arm's-length
co~tract if those gross proceeJs are
equ:valent to the gross proceeds derived
under c'jm;larable am;'s-length
:cnt:ac~ fer like-quality prCJduc~s i.1 lbe
fIi!ld;
(2) The lessee's g1";JSS proceeds
accruinllllnder itl flo;;-arm's-Iengtb
contract if tho!'e gross proceedll are
~oiui\ialent to the gross proceeds derived
under comparable arm's-length
cor.tracts for like-quality products
f}uts:de the fle!d;
(3) Other-relevant matters. such ..
spot-mark~price.: or
(4) A netbaa method or other
reasonable valuation method.
Unlike fluid geothermal resources
used to generate electricty or used in
direct utilization processes. byproducts
can be stockpiled for future lales; thus.
they can be considered more in terms of
conventional marketable commoditiel.
AccordiDBly. Ml-.fS is propoling to look
at sales pricel outside the field to
establish value 81 necellary. The MMS
i. requeltina commentl on the proposed
byproduct valuation procedure and
whether there are any alternative
methods of valuing byproducts.
The proposed regulationl provide for
a "byproduct transportation allowance."
addrelSed at propOled It 206.357 and
208.358. The MMS considers
tranlpOrtation COltl borne by the lellee
a. an added-value service that should
be decmc:ted from the sales price to
detannine value of the byproduct at the
lease, The transportation allowance
would be applicable only for moyement
of the byproduct to a point of sale or
delivery off the lease. unit. or
participatinll area. The determination of
the allowance follow. the same'lleneral
principle. al that for oil and gas
, transportation allowancel. The MMS
will not addreSl .pecific transportation
iSlues jn,this preamble. but iIlvite.
commentl on the procedure used to
determine the allowance. includin8 the
coati allowed.
The MMS does not propoae to provide
a proce..ing allowance for byproduct
recovery at this time. owinll to the lack
of both byproduct recovery projects and
experience regarding byproduct
recovery technolollY. However. MMS is
requesting commentl on whether a
procneing allowance for byproduct.
should be included as a deducllon in the
valuation regulations. If 10. how lhould .
it be computed. and what limitations or
conditions should be placed on the
allowance.
IV. Miscellaneous Issues
The M.'vlS il requesting comments on
three issues concp.ming geothermal
resources ased to ~enerate electricity or
used in direct utilization processes not
addressed in previous di~cu5Sions: (lJ
Should MMS grant transportation
allowance!' f'Jr the lessee's cOstli of
delivering the rp.source to a point of
utilization (powl:rplant or direct
utilization facility) off the lease, unit. or
pilrticipaling area: (2) should M?-;fS
allow costs associated with hydrog~n
sulf;de abate:r.ent facilities (and other
facilities (0 mitigate environmental
hazards) as part of the determination for
~enerCiting deducticns under the netback
procedure; and (3) should any
procelsing allowances be granted for
geothennal resources used in direct
utilization procelle•.
With regard to tranlportation of
gp.othermal production. MMS has taken
the pOlition that it wthe leslee's
responlibility under the lease and the
operating regulationl et43 eFR 3260.5(c)
to transport the resowt:e from the
wellhead to the point of utilization
(powerplant or direct utilization facility)
in an efficient manner. As a general rule,
geothermal utilization facilities are
located clole to the production well.
usually within a mile. However. it is
possihle to transport hot water several
miles. or even tens of miles. for space-
heating purpolel. The MMS currently
considers all pipelinel connecting
wellheada and powerplants or direct
utilization facilitiel al a field gathering
system. and all COlts of gathering are
regarded al production-related costs
that are not shared by the Government.
Neverthele.l. to conlider pOlsible futher
long diltance tranlportetion. MMS is
requelting comments on whether
transportation allowancel are justified
to transport the resource off the leale.
unit. or participating area. If
transportation allowances are gr.anted.
they would require that the lessee-
follow a ItriCt reportinB procedure; the
reportin, requirementl would likely
include the submittal of detailed
documents supporting the le..ae·s
allowance. '
With regard to inclusion of the costs
of hydrogen sulfide abatement facilities
and other (aciliti.1 to mitigate
environmental hazardl as part of the
generating deduction under the netback
procedure. MMS hal taken the position
that the lessee is solely responsible for
all activitiel related to operation of the
lease and management of the resource
in an environmentally sound manner,
pursuant to 43 CFR 3282.1(bJ. This is'
particularly appropriate when the
powerplant or direct utilization facility
is located on the lease. The MMS is
aware that geothermal emislIions,
particularly hydrogen sulfide. are
restricted in many areas by local
environmental authorities. and thus the
geothermal resource r.an or.!y be utiliz~j
when the environmetal restrictions arp.
mitigated. Accordingly, MMS is
requesting comments on whether the
costs of hydrogen sulfide abatement
facilities and other facilities to rr.;!iilaie
t!nvironmental hazards can be
ju!'tifiohly included in the generating
deduction.
With regard to the grilnting of
procp.ssing allowances for geothermal
rp.sn;Jrces used in direct utllization
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processes.. MMS at this time canaot
conceive of any ciraunatancea that
would warrant a direct utitizatiOD
procelling allowance. DLrect utilization
normally involves the UN of a heat
exchanger. which would be required
whether a geothermal resource it used
.. the beat lOuree or whether some
other fuel it used al a beat louree.
Neverthelel" MMS il requesting
commenta OD what direct utilization
technc)lOIiel would justify a pl'OQtlling
allowance and.•ccordinslY. on whether
a proc:ellia& allowance should be
provided iD the valuation regulations.
V. Procedural Matters
Ex.ecuti~Order 12291
The Department of the Interior
(Department) bas detenuined that thll
document il not a major rule and does
not require III regulatory IlInalysis under
Executive Order 1Z29t. This proposed
rulewaking will e~tablisl\ regulationa to
renect current policy and practices with
respect to the valuatron of geothermal
reloun:es uaed for electrical generation
and provide standardl for valuing
geothermal byproduct. and resources
used in direct utilization process~
R':15uJatory Flex.ibiJty Act
Because this rule primarily clarifies
existing fe!Ulations. there are no
signific:ant additional requirementl or·
burdt!ns placed upon small· businetl.
'!Dtibes as a result of Implementation of
this rule. Therefore. the Department has
uetermined that this ruJemaking will not
have a significant economu: effect on a
substantial number of small entities and
does not require a regulatory flexibility
analysi. under the Regulatory Flexibility
Act (5. U.S.C. 80t et seq.)
Pnperwork Reduction Act
The informatioD coUection and
r~cordkeeping requirements located at
§ § ZQZ.353. 210.352. and 210.354 of thit
rule ha\'e been approved by the Office
of ~anagement and Budget under 44
U.S.c. 3501 et seq. nnd assigned
clearance numbel"l 1010-0033 and 101~
00:2.
The public reporun~ burden for this
o.:ollection of inf'Jrmation is estimated to
vary from I.'i to 1 hour per response.
includinll the time for reviewing
instructiuns. searching existing data
~ourees. g3therin!! and maintaining the
oatl needed. and completing and
reviewing the collection of information.
S.md commenlJ regarding the burden
pstimale or any other aspect of this
collection of information. induding
suggestionl for reducing the burden. to
the Information Collection Clearancl!
Officer. Mail Stop 6.12. ~tint!rlils
ManapmeDt Service. 122D:J SunriM
Valley Drive. Reston. VA 22081: and the
Office of Informatioa and Regu.latory
Affairs. Office of Management and
Budget, Wl!llhington. DC 20S03.
Notional Envi1'O/ll1l8ntal Policy Act 01
1969
It II hereby determined that this
ruJemaking does not conltitute a major
Federal action significantly affectiq the
quality of the buman environment and a
detailed statement purluant to .ection
102(2)(C) of the National Environmental
Policy Act of 1989 (42 U.S.c. 4332(21(C))
i. not required.
Lilt of Subieda
30 CFR Part 2IJZ
Coal. Continental shelf. Geothermal
energy. Government contracta. lDdiaa
landa. Mineral royaltiel. Natura! 8a..
Petroleum. Public lanet.-miDeraJ
resources. ~rting aDdre~
requirements.
30 CFR Part 208
Coal. Continental shelf. Geothermal
energy. Government contractl.lndiaD
Ianda. Mineral royalties. Natural gas.
Petroleum. Public landa·Mineral
resources. Reporting and recordkeepiDR
requirementa.
30 CFR Part 210
Coal. Continental·shelf. Geothermal
energy. Government conlr8cts.lndiaD
landa. Mineral royalties. Natural gu.
Petroleum. Public landa-mineral
resouree.. Reportiog and recordkeeping
requirements.
30 CFB Part 212
Coal. CoDdnemaJ shelf. Geothermal
eoeru. Government amtracts. IDdian
1aDda. MiDeraJ royaltia. Natural 8-
Petroie.aD. PDbIic lande..mineral
reeoarces. Reporting aDd l'lIlCDrdker.piBg
requinmelltL
Dale: October 7.19811.
James E. Cuoa.
ACW1g AsSJslant s.cretorr-Lond anJ
.\/inerols .\fa::a.l/ement.
For the reasons set out in the
preamble. JO CFR Parts Zoz. 206. %10.
and 212 are proposed to be amended I!II
follow.:
PART 202-AOYALnU
1. The lIuthority citation for Part 2IJ2 is
~vi8ed to read as follows:
Authority: 2.5 U.S.c. 398 It seq.: 25 US.c.
3llQa II seq.: 2.5 US.c. %101 ,t seq.; 30 U.s.c.
181 It Mel.: 30 US.c. 351 It .eq.: 30 U.S.C 1001
It seq.: 30 U.S.c. 17M It seq.: 31 USc. !J701:
013 U.s.c. 1301 ,t Hq.; 013 U.S.C. 1331 It !U!q.:
013 USc. 1801 ct ~I'!q.
%. Subput H conslstins of 11202.350
. lhrougb~ ia added to rellld It,
follows:
SubIWt H-GeotlloenM Aeeourcea
Sec:.
2OZ.3!O Scope IDd defiIlittone.
2OZ.3ft ."..... _ pothennalrno~
2O'l..3S.2 MIIIi.- royalty.
:!O2.353 Mew.ea.... staDdarda for
reportiJla IDd pa)'iDr royalties.
SubS*t tf-Geothermal Aesourcea
f 202.350 Scope and defInttionL
(a) This subpart ia applicable to all
geothennal resources produced from
Federal geothermalleales issued
pursuant to the Geothermal Steam Act
of 1970, as amended (30 U.S.C. 1001 et
seq.).
(b) 'I'M definitiona In Subpart H of 30
CFR Part 2D8 are 8pplicable to this
subput.
f 202.361 ..., .... on teo.......
~
(al Royaltin on Beothermal resources.
including byproduct minerals and
commercially demineralized water. shall
bl! at the royalty rates lpecified in the
leale. unIen the Secretary temporarily
waives. lUipend.. or reduces the royalty
rate{s) set forth in thalease. Royalties
shall be paid ill yaJue. The royalty due
s~U be the value determined pursuant' .
to 30 CFR PllIrt %De multiplied by the
royalty rate in the leaIe.
(h)(l) Royalties are due on all
3COthennai resources. except those
specified in paragraph (b)121 of this
section. that are produced from a lease
lind are sold or utitized by the leslet! or
are reasonably lUlCeptible to sale or
utilization by the Ieseee.
(2) Geothermal reeources that are
unavoidably l~ al determined by
BL.M. aDd geothermal resources that are
reinjected prior to use on or off the
lease... approYed by BLM. are royRlty
free. The MMS will allow free of royalty
a ~asonable amount of geothermal
energy necessary to generate electricity
for internal powerplant operations or tu
generate electricity returned to the Ip;lsr.
for lease operations. If a powerplant
uses geothermaJ production from more
than one lease. or us.. unitized or
communitized production. only that
proportionate share of elllch lease's
produl:tion (actual or allocated)
necessary to operate the powerplant
may be used royalty free. The MMS will
Cllso allow free of royalty a reasonahll'!
amowlt of commerciaUy ck-rnineralized
water nec"sery for powerplant
operation. or otherwise used on or for
Ihe benefit of the lease.
I
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(3) Ro~ltie. OD byproduets ant due at
the time the recovered byproduct w
used. sold. or otherwi.. fuulUy disposed
of. Byproducts produced and added to
stockpile. or inventory do not requirP.
payment of royalty until the byproducts
~ !lold. utilized. or otherwise finally
disposed of. The MMS may ask BLM to
increase the lease bond to protect the
Ip.ssor's interest whp.n BL'f determines
that stockpiles or inventories become
f!xC8uive.
(cl If BLM determines that geothermal
resources (Including byproduc.:ts) were
avoidably 100t or wasted &om the Il!ase,
or thllt geothermal reJOUfCeS (incJudinl
byprouucts) were drained from the lease
for which compensatory royalty wdue.
the value of those geothermal resources
~hall be determined in accordance with
:\0 ern Part zoe.
(d) If a lessee receives insurance ur
other compensation far unavoid4ibly 100t
geothermal resources (including
byproductsl, royaltiu at the rates
specified in the lease~ due on the
amount of that compecaation. This
paragraph sball not apply to
compensation through self-insurance.
§ 21>2.352 _nImurft royMty.
In no event shall the lessee's annual
royalty paymetUs for any producing
l"asP"be less tban the minimum royalty
p.stablished by the lease.
§ 202.353 Measurement standaIda for
~ and paylnt royaWeL
(il) For geothermal resources used to
~ener3te electricity. the quantity on
which royalty is due shall be reported
on Form ~L'vtS-2014 in accordance with
thp. followm, paragraphs:
(1) Far geothermal resources valued
under arm's-left8th or non-arm's-Iength
ClJntracts, quantitiet shall be reported in
[il kilowatthoun to the nearest whole
killJwa tthour if the contract specifies
paymlmt in terma of generated
O!it!c.tricity. (ii) thousands of pounds to
the (H'arest whole thousand pauma if
the contract specifies payment in terms
of '''l!i~l or (iii) millions of Btu's to the
~";I~'~st whole million Btu if the contract
S?ecl:':es payment in tl!rm!:! of heat or
t~,'rmul energy.
l~) For Sl"olh~r.!Ial rl.'!'IIlUTl.:es valued
uy the nl!tback procedure pursuant to 30
eFR :o6.J:iZ(d). the quantities "hall be
n!Ollrtl!d in kilnw;Jr:ho·.1~ tl) thP. nl!arest
whol.! kil,)watlhour.
(n) For geothermal resources u~p.d in
d:rl!c:t utihzation processes. the quantity
till which royalty is due llhall be
~epurtedon Form MMS-2014 in
h,.ndreds of 'falions to the neilrest
hundred RallOftll of geothf!rmlll fluid
prt:>tlllr:ed.
[c) ror byproduct mineral.. th"
quantity on which royalty i. clue shall be
repnrted on form MMS-2Ot4 cunsistent
with reportift8 requirements standards
established by MMS.
(d) For commerciall, demineralized
Willer. the quantity on which royalty is
due ,ball be reported on Form MMS-
:!0'14 in hundreds of gallons to th"
np.llrest hundred gallons.
(e) Lessee. are not required to report
the quality of geothennal reJOurces,
induding byproducts, to MMS. The
lessee must maintain quality
measurements for audit and valuation
purposes. Quality measurements
include. but are not limited to,
temperatures and chemical analyses for
fluid geothermall't!sow-ces and chemical
linlllyses, weight percent, or other purity
measurements for byproducts.
PART 2OI-PROOUCT VALUAT10H
1. The authority citation for Part 206 is
revised to read as follows:
Authority: 25 U.S.C. J98 et ~eq.; 25 U.S.c.
3968 et Ieq'; 25 US.c. %101 et ..q~ 30 u.s.c.
lin et Mq~ 30 U.S.c. 351 et Mq'; 30 US.c.
1001 et Ieq'; 30 usc. 1701 et seq.: 31 USc.
""01: ~ usc. 1301 et seq.; 43 US.c. 1331 et
seq.; and.u US.c. 1801 et seq.
Z. Subpart H. consi.ti~8 o( §§ 208.350
through 208.358. is revi'led to read as
follows:
Subpart H-GeothermaA Aesourca
Sec..
2011.350 Purpoee and Ialpe.
206.351 Def1J1itiona.
2M.352 Valuation stand'.udll for l!l.!cuiCiil
generation.
206.353 Determination of transmission
Jeductiona.
;!06.354 Determination of generating
deductions.
208.3.'i6 V.luation standard, for direr-t
utiliZll tion.
206.3.'WI Valuation standards for byprodudll.
206..351 ByproducI transptlrtation
IIllowance...-.geDeral
:!OfLl58 Determination of byproJucl
Uilll6portalJon allow'lm:n.
Subpart H-GeothermaJ Resources
§ 206.350 Purpoae end .cope.
(a) This subpart is applicable to oil
~eothp.rmal resourees protiuced from
Feder!!! geothermal leases issued
punuant to the Ceothermal Steam Act
of 197-0. as amended (30 U.S.C. 1001. et
seq.). The purpose of this subpart :s to
~stablish the value of geothcnnaf
production for royalty purposes.
(b) All royalty payml!nts made to
M.\tS are subject to audit and
lldjustment.
f 201.351 Oe"nttlon&.
For purposes of this subplirt:
"Arm's-length contract" means a
contract or agreement that has helm
arrived at in the marlt~lacebctwep.n
indt!pendent. nonaffiliated pe~ns with
opposing economic interests !"e!8rding
that contract. Notwith.tandinB any other
provisi"ns of this subpart. contracts
betwcen relative.. either by blood or by
marrill~, al'P. not .rm'.-Iength contracts.
The MMS may requi~ th" lessee to
c:ertify the claimed nature of ownership
control. To be considft'ed ann's-Ilmgth
for any production month, a contract
must meet the requirements of this
definition (I)f' the production mor.th as
well as when the contract was e;'(~!:uh:d.
Fo:' PUrpOl~ of this subpart. rw"
P'!nons an! affiliated i( one person
controls. is controlled by, or is uncIp.r
common control with. another per.lon.
For purposes o( this subpart. basf!d on
the instruments of ownership "f the
votin~ aectJrities of an entity. or hasp.d
on lJthcr fonnl of ownership:
(1) Ownership in e){cess of 50 percent
constitutes control:
(2) Owm!rWtip of 10 through 50
percent creet~ • rebuttable
pre-sumption of control: and
(3) Ownershrp of less than 10 ~rcent
r.rp.atp.s a prp.sumption of nonccntml
which MMS may rebut if it
demonstrates actual or leg81 s;ontrol.
inc!udimr the f!xistence of interllJc:kin~
dil?Ctora!f!S.
"Audit" melina a review. conductt!u in
accordanet! with generally accepted
IlccountirlSJ and auditins standards. of
royalty paymlmt complianc" 8c~vHies of
lessl!8'!9 or other interest holders who
PdY royalti~. rents, or bonuses on
Fed~rilj gCCi!hermalleases.
..OL...... means the Bmeau of L.1nd
M.magemlmt of the Department of thP.
Interior.
"Byproduct" mttamr (1) any mm~cllllr
minerals (P.,clUSM of oil hydroCII!'bon
g;J5, and hdium) which are found in
slJluUon or d~loped in association
with g~the""al fluids and which b:n:e a
\"Jlllp. ofl~ than 15 per centum of the
v;l!ur. of thP. geothermal energy or are
not. bp.cause of quantity. quality. or
r..chnical difficulties in extraction .I~rl
productiun. of sufficient value to
W:i:Tal1t extraction and production hy
themselves. and (2) commercially
dtominendized water.
"Byproduct recovery facility" m,~"n'l
thp. facility or f;'Jcilities at which
bypruducts 3re placed in marketab!r.
r.ondition.
"Syproduct transportation allowam:e"
M'~i1"1S an approved allowance for :he
les'll!e's reasollable. actual costs,
excluding gatherift8, inCUJ'n!d for mo\'ing
byproducts, including commercially
dp.minf!MI!i2t!d water. to a point of s.lle
I
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or point of delivery off the lease. unit
area. or communitized &teL
"Contract" means any oral or written
agreement. including amendments or
revisiolU thereto. between two or more
persons and enforceable by law that
with due consideration creales an
obligation.
"Deduction" means a subtraction used
in the s.othennal netbacK procedure for
determining the value of geothennal
resources utilized by the leSlee to
generate electricity. "Transmi.stoD
deduction" meana a deduction for the
lessee', reasonable actual coats incurred
to wheel or trarumit the electricity from
the lessee's powerplant to the
purchaser's delivery point "Generating
deduction" mean. a deduction for the
lessee's reasonable. actual COltl of
generating plant tailgate electricity.
"Delivered electricity" means the
amount of electricity in kilowatthours
delivered to the purchaser.
"Direct utilization" means any process
other than electrical generation in which
the thennal energy of the geothermal
resource is utilized. including. but not
limiled to. space heating. greenhouse
operations. and industrial or asricultural
process heat
"Field" means Ihe land surface
vertically projected over a subsurface
geothennal reservoir encompassing at
least the outennost boundaries of all
geothermal accumulations know to be
within that reservoir. Geothermal fields
are usually given names and their
official boundaries are often designated
by oil and lias regulatory agencies in the
respective Stales in which the fields are
located.
"ea Ihering" Inean. the efficient
movement of lease production from the
weithead 10 the point of utilization.
"Generated electricity" means the
lolal electricity-plant tailgate
electricity. plant parasitic electricity.
itrtd electricity returned to the
jZeothennallease for lease operattona-
,n kdowatthours generated by the
l'cwerplant and attributable to the
~eo:hennal resource. Generated
"iectricity is meitsured al Ihe
gl'~era tor{s).
"Gp.othennal netback procedure"
rnt!dns the method of determining the
~ dlue of geothermal resources that are
"'lllized in a lessee·owned powerplant
f:.: the generation and sale of electricity.
for which there are no sales of the
:;colhennol resource on which to base
vulue. The method involves the
dedlJction of the leSllee's reasonable.
act::,,1 transmission and @enerating costs
from the salel price or value of the
eiectricity to derive the value of the
geothermal resource at the powerpl.. ~·t
inlet: the inlet value i' equivalent to the
value of production. .
"Geothennal resources" means (1) all
products of seothermal processes.
including indigenous steam. hot water.
and hoI brines: (Z) steam and other
gases. hot water. and hot brines
resulting from water. gas. or other fluids
artificially Introduced into geothennal
formation,: (3) heat or other associated
energy found in geothermal fonnations:
and (4) any byproducts derived from
them.
"Geothermal utilization facility"
mean. a powerplant or direct utilization
facility that utilizes the heat or other
energy of the geothermal resource.
"Gross proceeds" ([or royalty
purposes) means the total monies and
other coruideration accruing to a
geothennallessee for any disposition of
geothennal resources. including total
payments for the sale of electricity
generated by the lessee from lease-
produced geothermal resources. Gross
proceeds includes. but is not limited to.
payments to the lessee for certain
services such as wheeling. effluent
injection. bydrogen sulfide abatement.
field operation and maintenance. drilling
or 'Horkover of wells. and/or field
gathering to the extent that the lessee is
obligated to perform them at no cost to
the Federal Government. Gross
proceeds also includes. but il not liniited
to. reimbursementl for production taxe,
and other taxes. Tax reimbursements
are part of the groSl proceeds accruinB
to a lessee even though the Federal
royalty interest may be exempt from
taxation. Monies and other
consideration. including the forms of
consideration identified in thil
paragraph. to wbich a lessee is
contraetl1ally or legally ~ntitled but
which it does not seek to collect through
reasonable efforts are also part of groll
proceed,.
"Leas.," means .. geothermal leilse
issued under authority of the
Geothennal Steam Act of 1970. as
amended (30 U.S.c. 1001 et seq.). unless
the context indicatel otherwise.
"Lessee" mean. any person to whom
the United States issues a geothennal
lease. and any person who has been
a~sigr.ed an obligation to make royalty
or other paymentl required by the lease.
This includes any person who has an
interest in a geothennallease .. well as
an operator or payor who ba. no
interest in the lease but who has
assumed the royalty payment
responsibility. This also includes any
affiliate of the lessee that utilizes the
geothennal resource to generate
p.!ectricity. in a direct utilization process..
or to recover byproducts. or any affiliate
that t'aA&ports lease production.
"Like-qaality Ieue prodllCl&" mearu
lease products that bave similar
chemical physical. and legal
characteristica.
"Marketable COlndition" means leas.
products that are sufficiently free from
impuritin and otherwise in a condition
that they wiU be accepted by a
purchaser under a sal.s contract typical
for the field.
''Minimum royalty" meanl the
minimum amount of aMual royalty as
specified in the Ie... or in applicable
leasing regulation. that the lessee must
pay after commencement of geothermal
production in commercial quantities.
"No sales" means the utilization or
disposal of geothennal resources
without Ihe benefit of a sale.
"Person" mean. any individual. firm.
corporation. association. partnership.
consortium. or joint venture (when
established as a separate entity).
"Plant tailgate electricity" means the
amount of electricity in kilowatthours
generated by the powerplant exdusive
of plant parasitic electricity and
electricity returned to the lease for lease
opera tion•. Plant tailga te electrici Iy
should be measured on. or calculated
for. the high voltage side of the
transformer in the plant sMtchyard.
"Point of ut.ilization" means the
powerplant or direct utilization facility
in which the geothermal resource (steam
or hot water) is utilized.- .
"Reasonllble alternative fuel" means it
conventional fuel (coal. oil. or gas) that
would nannally be used .. a lource of
heat in direct utilization operation•.
"Secretary" means the Secretary of
the Department of the Interior or any
P4l1Son duly authorized to exerdse the
powers vested in that officer.
"Selling arrangement" mearu thlt
individually contracted amngements
under which lale. or disposition of
geothennal resources. includ.ins
byproduca and electricity salel where
the lessee seneratel electricity from
lease geothennal prodltctiol't. are made.
"Spot market price" mean. the price
received under any sales transaction
when plaMed or actual deliveries span
a short period of time. usually not
exceeding 1 year.
"Wheeling" mean. the transmission of
electricity from a powerplant to the
point of delivery.
§ 2Ot.352 Valuation stllndllrda tOf'
electrical geneqtion.
(3) The value of geothennal resources
produced from leases subject to tbis
subpart and used to generate electriCIty
shall be detennined pursuant to this
~el:tion.
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(b)( 1)(1} The vahw of ~thermal
r~s.,urces Ihat are told PUrllUllnt 10 an
ann':t-Ifmgth contract shall be the gra..s
proceeds accruing to the I~, except
as provided in paragraphs (b)(1){ii) and
(blllJ(iii) of this section. The h'!lsee shall
hit'.!p. Ihe burden of demonstrating that
i~s contract is ann's-Iength. Thf! Villup.
that the leuee reports for rnyalty
purposea ia subject to monitorin!J.
r.~view, and audit
(ii) In conducting reviews and audits,
MMS will examine whether the contract
renecta the total consideration actually
trltnsrp.rred. either directly or indirectly.
from the buyer to the seller for the
~.!t.)lhnrmal resource. If the contract does
not retlect the total consideration. ~u-.fS
may require that the geothermal
rp.source laid punuant to that contract
be valued in accordance with paragraph
(c) f)f this section. Value shall not be
less than the grOIl proceeds aCcnllng to
the !"sllee, including any additional
c:un:ilderation rP.Ceived.
(iii) If MMS determines that the gross
pro~eeJ:l accruing to the lessee pursuant
til an drm's·length contract do not reflect
the reiulonable value of the production
because of misconduct by or betwp.en
the contracting parties. or because the
lessee utherwile has breached its duty
tl) the lesllor to market the production
fur the mutual benefit of the lellsee and
the Ie!lliur. MMS shall require the
g~\Jlhermal resource to be valued
pursuant to paragraph (c) of this section.
and notification provided to ~u-.iS in
dccordance with paragraph (d)(3) of this
section. If~fS detennines that the
value may be unreasonable. MMS will
nutify the lessee and give the lessee an
opportunity to provide written
informlltion justifying the lessee's value.
(2) The MM6 may require a less~ to,
_ clft't4 that the provtstons In'itl am's-
lPTIgth contract include all of the
cunsiJeration to be paid by the buyer.
.,ilhM' directly or indirectly. for the
:~I'othermal resource.
(cl(1) The value of geothermal
r"snurces suhjp.ct to this section that an!
~old under II non·arm's-length contract
or th.tt are not subject to 8 sales
t~1 r.SiJCliun hut 'ire instead utilized
di:-»r.llv bv the 1E'')see in its own
PI)~'''')rPlnn' for the generation and :lale
:'If d!~c:t!'ic:ty shall be determinfl!d in
ill,;cCJrdanc~ with the fi~t applicable
Pojrll~rAVh of the following paragraphs.
(i)- Thp. weighted averilg!! of the gross
j.:I"Jceedl paid or received by the lcssee
Ilndp.r ih own ann's-Iength contracts for
the purchase or lale of similar qUllntitie!l
of like-quulity geothennal reSOllrr.~ in
the same field:
(ii) The value detennined by the
r.~ibar.k procedure described in
p,I~:'lSlrAph (c)(:!) of thil lection: or any
other reasonable valuation method
approved by MMS.
(2) Under the geothermal netback
procedure. the lellee', reasonable
itctual coats for the "eneration and
transmission of electricity shllll be
deducted fmm the lelsee'l gross
proceeds rP.i:eived for the Inle of
I!lectricity to ~etermine the value of the
!JeOthermal resource, Tr:msmission
dt!ductionl shall be detp.rmined pur!luant
to § 206.353 of this subpart. Generating
deductions shall be detennined pursuant
to § 206.354 of this subpart.
(3) Value detenninations made
;>ur'luant to this paragraph are subject to
the notification requirements of
paragraph (d) of this !Iection.
(d)(1) The lessee shail retein aU data
relevant to the detennination of royalty
value. particularly where the \'aI1le i8
determined p:JrlIuanf to pllm~raph rc) of
this sp.ction and 30 CFR Part 212, Such
data llhall bP. lubject to review anri audit
dnd MMS will direct a lellsee to uSt) Il
Jiff~rent value if it detennines that the
reported value is incon!listent with the
requirements of these r~lations.
(2) Upon request, lessees shall make
available to authorized MMS or State
reprelentatives, to the Office of the
Inspector General of the Dp.partment of
the Interior, or to other authorized
persons any lind all contractl for the
sate or other disposition of the lease
production: contracts for the lale, '
generation. and/or tranlmission of
electricity attributable to Icase
production: and ann's-Iength sales and
volume data for like-q'Jality production
sold. purchased, or otherwise obtained
by the lessee from the field as may be
necessary to support II value
determination, ,
(3),A leslee IhalT notify MMS if it hu
determined value pursuant to paragraph
(c) of thilsectlon. The notification ,hall
be by letter to the MMS Associate
Director for Royalty Management or
his/her designee. The letter shall
identify the valuation method to be used
and contain a brief description of the
procedure to be followed. The
notification required by thil paragraph
is a one-time notification due no later
than the end of the month follOWing the
month the lessee first reports royalties
on a Fonn MMS-2014 using a valuation
method authorized by paragraph (c) of
this ,ection.
(e) If MMS determines that a lessee
hal not properly determined value. the
lessee "hall pay the difference, if any,
between royalty payments made based
upon the value It has used and the
royalty payments that are due baled
upon the villue established by MMS.
The lessee shall also pay interest on that
Jifferp.nce computed pursuant to 30 CFR
218.302. If the lessee is entitled to d
credit. MMS will provide inltructions For
the talrius of that credit.
(f) The IC!lsP.e may request a va1up'
d~tennin3tinn from MMS, In that el.'p.nt,
the le!l8ee :lhall propose to MMS a vitlue
Jetermlnation method and may usp. that
method ia determining v.1lue. for royally
purposes. until MMS iasucs its decision.
The lessee shaD .ubmit all available
data rp.1tW'Int to ita proposal. The \1~fS
sh.j:1 expf!ditluusly detennine the v.llue. ..
hasp.d upon the lessee's proposal and
any additional information MMS deems
nece5siIlJ'}', In making B value
detennination. MMS may use any of thu
valuation crito!ria consiltent with thill
suhpart. That determination shall
remnin eff~dive for the period slilted
therein. After M~fS issues its
determination. the les..e shall malo.e the
adjustments in accordance with
paragraph (e) of this section.
(;4) Nutwithstanding any other
pro\;siun of this section. under no
<;ircumstam:essnall the value of
produl-lion for royalty purposes !:It! less
than the gross proceedl accruing to the
lessee where geothennal resourco~ are
llold pursUAnt to arm'l·length or n....~·
ltrlll's·length contracts.
r"} The lessee il required to place
gr~othermal resources in marketable
condition and to deliver geothermal
resoureesto the powerplant at no co~t to
the Federalletsor. Where the value
p.stablished pursuant to thil lection is
ue!emlined by a lessee'. grass proceetl~.
thnt value shall be increased to the
p.xtent "'at the grail proceeds have
been reduced becaUH the purcha~er.or
any other person. Is providing cer~8in
SCMce& the coet of wtUch ordinarily is
the responsibility of the lessee to placp,
the ~eotherm.1 resource in marketable
condition or deliver it to the powerplant
(i) Value shan be bued on the hi;he~t
price a prudent leseee can receive
through legally enforceable claim.! undl!r
its contract. U there is no contract
~vision or amendment. and the lP.lfsep.
fails to take proper or timely 8chon 10
receive prices or benefits to which it is
entitled. it must pay royalty at a valup.
based upon that obtainable price or
benefit. Contract revisions or
amendments shall be in writing and
signed by all parties to the contract If
the Icssee msket timely application ror
It price increase or benefit allowed
under its contract but the purchaser
rp.flJses, and the leslee takes reason"hlp.
measures, which lire documented. to
force purchaser compliance, the lessee
wi1ll)~ no additional royalties unless
or until monies or consideration
resulting from the price increup. or
additional btmefits lin! received, This
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paragraph .hall not be construed to
permit a leasee to avoid it. royalty
payment obligation in situations where
a purchaser fails to pay, in whole or in
part or timely. for a quantity of
geothennal resources.
(j) Notwithstanding any ;>ro\'lsion in
these regulations to the .:ontr3ry, no
review. reconciliation. monitorins, or
other like procell that results in a
redetennination by MMS of \'Slue under
this section .hall be conSidered final or
binding a. against the Federal
Covernment or itl beneficiaries until the
audit period il formaUy closed.
(k) Certain information submitted to
MMS to aupport value determinationa il
exempted from disclo.ure by the
Freedom of lnfonnation Act. 5 U.S.c.
55Z. or other Federal law. Any data
specified by law to be privileged.
confidential or otherwise exempt will
be maintained in a confidential manner
in accordance with applicable law and
regulations. All request. for Imonnation
about determinations made under thil
subpart are to be lubmitted in
accordance with the Freedom of
Infonnation Act regulation of the
Department of the Interior, 43 CFR
Part Z.
lesaee's option. at a time concurrent depreciated below-a reuonable salva~
with the beginnins of the lessee's annual "·alue. The rate of return useei to
corporate accounting period. After a compute the return on undepreciated
deduction period is chosen. the lellee capital investment Ihall be detennined
may not later elect to use a different pursuant to paragr&ph (bj(Z)(v) of thil
deduction period without MMS section.
approval: transmission deduction (B) To comput. a return on capital
periods must coincide with generatins investment. the allowed COlt shall be the
deduction periods. amount equal to the allowabl. capital
(2) Allowable transmission-line costs investment in the traumillion line
include operatins and maintenance multiplied by the rate of return
expenses. overhead. and either detennined purJUant to paragraph
depreciation and. return on (b)(2)(v) of this section. No allowance
undepreciated capital investment in Ihall be provided for depreciation. nus
accordance with paragraph (b)(2)(iv)(A) altemative Ihall apply only to
of thil section, or a COlt equal to the transmission lines fint placed In service
capital investment in the tranlmisaion on or after March 1. 1988.
line multiplied by a rate of return in (v) The rate of return'shaH be 1.5
accordance with paragraph (b)(2)(iv)(B) times the indultrial rate allociated with
of this lectlOn. Allowable capital COltl Standard and Poor's BBB rating. The
are generally those COlts for fixed rate of return shaU be t;5 times the
allets. inc1udins COltl of delivery and monthly averalle rate al published in .
inltaUation of capital equipment (but Standard and"Poor" Bond Guide for the
exc1udinll real eltate purchases) th.t are r1l'lt month of the annual operating
an integral part of the Innsmillion line. period for which the deduction is
(i) Allowable operating expenses applicable and shalt be effective during
include: Operations supervision and the followins operating year. The rate
engineering; operation. labor: materials; shaU be redetermined annually at the
ad valorem property taxes; rent: beginning of the month marking the
supplies: and any other directly service anniversary of the transmission
allocable and attributable opera tins line or the beginning of the leasee's
§ 201.353 DetermlNtlon ofnn~ expenses that the lessee can document. annual corporate accountiD8 period.
deduction&. (ii) Allowable maintenance expenses whichever il chosen for determination
Include: Maintenance of the of the transmillion deduction. .(II) Where the value of geothermal transmission line: maintenance of
energy is detennined by the geothennal equipment: maintenance labor: and (3) Tran.rniSiion-line COl' rates.
O\etback procedure pursuant to other.drrectly allocable and attributable determiDed annually. are computed by.
, Z06.35l(cj(1j(ii) of this subpart.a· th h I dividing the sum of the operating.
h maIntenance expenses at t e eaaee mai.. tenance. ove....e.d. and c·.pl·taltransmission deduction I all be can document. ... rn
subtracted from the lessee' I groSI (iii) Overhead directly attributable COlti by the annual .mount of deli¥ered
proceeds received for the sale of and allocable to the operation and electricity.
electricity to determine the plant tailgate maintenance of the transmiaaion line II (4} Por new-tranlrnil.ion linea. the
·.value of Ihe_~.1ectricity.The transmillion an aUowable expense. State and Federal lessee'.' co." for the first year ~f
-~dUCUODconsi.ta of either or botttof- lnCOftHHaxel and se~erance taxel and operatIon ~hall ~ bued OD eltimated
two components: TransmiaaiorPttmr _ othed..... lncludi.ng royalties. are-nof - -. axpan~eJ(Ulclu~o~~rhead) for
costs as detennined pursuant to aUowable axpeoaea. opera~ .ancf.mamtam.&nllhe-- _.
paragraph (b) of this section and (ivtTo compute caetl auociated with transml8l!lon line. For "~I~t..uara
wheeling coats if the electricity il capitallnveltment. a lellee may use of operatioru. the transmlSllOD-h~e
tranlmitted acroll a third-party'l either depredation with a return on COltl IhaU be. hued on ~e les....
transmillion line under an ann's-Iength undepreciated capital ;nveIUDent. or a actual operatinl aDa ~81DtenllDce
wheeling agreement. TransmiSlion return on capital inveltmeDl. After a e~se. for ~pravlouyear plus or
deductions are lubject to the limitation lellee hal elected to use either method.- mUlI.II any adlustmentl that are based
prescribed in paragraph (cl of thil the lellee may not later elect to change on th.lenee'l kDo~ledgeof decre.ses
section. to the other alternative without approval or IncrM.el th.t waU affect the·
(bl(l) Transmission-line COlts are of MMS. deductioJl.
based on the lessee', actual costa (A) To compute depreciation. the (c}(l) Except a~ provided in ~aragcaph
'allociated with the construction .nd tessee mUlt U5e a Itraight-Iine (cJ(l) of this section. tranalllllllOQ
operation of a transmission line. The depreciatioR method baaed on the deductiona (transmillion-Iine costs andJ
monthly tran,mission-iine COlt expected life of the geothennal project. or wheeUns COltl) Ihall Dot exceed 50
component of the tranll1liaaion usually the term of the 1I1ectricity lal~ percen~of th.leuee'. grol. proceeds
df'duction it det!nnined by muitiplylng contract unleaa thelellee can lbow.. received for the sal. of electricity.
the annual trans:nillion-Iine COlt rate otherwise. A change in ownership of a (2} Upon requelt by the ieleee. MMS
(in doUars per kilowatthour. by the transmiuion line shall-not aiter the may approve a transmillion deduction
ilmount of .Iectrlcity dtllivered for the depreciation aclledule ntablished by the· in &!tce.. of the limit preKribed by
rf'portinl moRth. The tranlmillion-line original18lMe-owner forp~ of . paragraph (c)(t) of this section. ·The
co.t rate il redetermined annually at the computina tranamiNion-line costl. With leSlee mUlt demoRltrate that the
beginning of the month marking the or without a change in ownenhip. • transDliSli~line adJorwheeling costs
anniversary in which the transmiuloD tranlmiaion tine IhaU b. depreciated in excel. of·the limit are·realOnable,
line was placed Into service. or. at the only once. Equipment shall not be actual. and neeeaaary. An application
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for exception shall contain all relevant
and supporting documentation
necessary for M1I.fS to make a
determination. Under no circumstances
shall the value of the geothermal
resource be reduced to zero.
(d*1+Jl the actual transmiaawn
deduction. as determined at the end of
the annual reporting period. i. less than--
the amount the lenee estimated and
used in the netback procedure during
the reporting period. the lessee shall be
required to pay additional royalties
retroactive to the first month of the
reporting period. plus interest computed
pursuant to 30 CFR 218.3OZ. If the actual
transmission deduction is greater than
the amount applied in the netback
calculation. the lessee shall be entitled
to a credit.
(2) Lessees must submit corrected
Forms MM~:1014 to reflect adjllstments
to royalty paymenta in accordance with
instructiol1s provided by MMS.
(e)(l) All transmission deduction. are
~ubject to review, audit. and adju.tment
When necessary or appropriate. ~L\.fS
may direct a lessee to modify its
estimated or actual transmission
deduction and adjust royalty values
accordingly.
(2) The lessee must maintain all data
and records, including wheeling and
other transmission-related agreements.
supporting its transmission deduction
pursuant to 30 eFR Part 2IZ. These data .
and records must be made available to
MMS and other authorized personnel
upon request, and shall be maintained in
II confidential manner in accordance
with applicable laws and regulations
pursuant to t 206.352 of this subpart.
S~ Determination of genet altt"
deductton&.
ta) Where the value of geothermal ..
~nergy is determined by the geothermal
netback procedure pursuant to
t 206.352(c)(1)(ii) of this subpart. that
value Ihall be determined by deducting
the leslee's reasonable actual COlt.
incuned to generate electricity from the
plant tailgate value of the electricity
(usually the transmillSion·reduced value
of the delivered electricity). Generating
deductiom are subject to the limitation
prescribed in paragraph (c) of thie
scction. .
(b)(l) Generating costs are based 011
the lessee'l actual annual coslJl
associated with the construction and
operation of a geothermal powerplant.
The monthly generating-deduction is
determined by multiplying the annual
generatins COlt rate (in dollars per
kilowatthaur) by the amount of plant
tailgate electricity measured (or
computed) for the reportin! month. The
generating cost rate is determinP.d from
the annual amount of generated'
electricity and il redetermined annually
at the beginning of the month marking
the anniversary in which the powerplant
was placed into service or, at the
lessee's option. at a time concurrent
with the beginning of the lessee's annual
corporate accounting period. After a
4eduction period is chosen. the lessee
may not later eieM-to use a different
deduction period without~S ----
approval: generating deduction periods
must coincide with transmission
deduction periods.
(2) Allowable generating costs include
operating and maintenance expenses.
overhead. and either depreciation and a
return on undepreciated capital
investment in accordance with
paragraph (b)(2)(iv)(A) of this section. or
a cost equal to the capital investment in
the powerplant multiplied by a rate of
return in accordance with paragraph
(b)(2)(iv)(B) of this section. Allowable
capital costs are generally tholle costs
for fixed assets. including costs of
delivery and installation of capital
equipment (but excluding real estate
purchases) that are an integral part of
the powerplant. The costs of hydrogen
sulfide abatement facilities and other
facilities to mitigate environmental
hazards and the costs of gathering
systems and other production-related
facilities are not allowed.
(i) Allowable operating expenses
include: Operations lupervision and
engineering: operations labor: materials:
ad valorem property taxes: rent:
supplies: auxiliary fuel and/or utilities
used to operate the powerplant during
down time: and any other directly
allocable and attributable operating
expense that the I!ssee can document.
(ii) Allowable maintenance expenSel
include: Maintenance of the powerplant:
maintenance of equipment maintenance
labor: and other directly attocable and
attributable maintenance expenses that
the lessee can-document
(iii) Overhead directly attributable
and allocable to the operation and-
maintenance of the powerplant ie an
allowable expense. State and Federal
income taxes and severance taxes,
including royalties, are not allowable
expenses.
(iv) To compute coets associated with
capital investment. a lessee may use
either depreciation with. return on
undeprecieted capital investment or a .
return on capital investment. After a
lessee has elected to use either method.
the lessee may not later elect to change
to the other alternative without approval
ofMMS.
(A) To compute depreciation. the
lessee must use a straight-line
depreciation method based on thellfe of
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the geothermal project. usually the tP.MT1
of the electricity sales contract. A
change in ownership of a powerplant
Ihall not alter the depreciation schedult>
established by the original lessee-owner
for computing the generating costs. With
or without a change in ownership, a
powerplant .haJJ be depreciated only
once. Equipment ahan not be
depreciated below a rea.onable salv':l~e
value. The rate of return used to
t.:omput~the-let~ on undepreciated
capital investment shatt be-detarmined
pursuant to paragraph (b)(2){v) of this
lIP-ction.
(B) To compute a return on capital
investment the allowed cost shall be thP.
amount equal to the allowable capital
investment in the powerplant multipli..d
by the rate of return determined
pursuant to paragraph (b}12)(v) of this
section. No allowance shall be pro1lided
for depreciation. This alternative shall
apply only to powerplants first plac:..rl in
service on or after March 1. 1988.
(v) The rate of return shall be 1.5
times the industrial rate associated with
Standard and Poor's BSB rating. The
rate of return shall be 1.5 times the
monthly average rate as published in
Standard and Poor's Bond Guide for the
first month of the annual operating
period for which the deduction is
applicable and shall be effective during
the following operating year. The rate
shall be redetermined annually at the
beginning of the month marking the
service annivel'lary of the powerplant or
the beginning of the lessee's annual
corporate accounting period. whichp.ver
is chosen far determination of thl!
generating deduction.
, (3) Oenerating costretes. ~ennined -
.' -annually, are-computed by dividinJJ !he
sum of the operating. maintenance,
overhead. and capital costs by the
annual amount of generated electricity.
(4) For new powerplanls; the Iessee'l
generating costl for the firat year of
operation shall be baaed on estimated
expenses (including overhead) fot
operating and maintaining the
powerplanL For subsequent years of
operationa. the senerating coet. shall bp.
based on the leasee'. actua! operating
and maintenance expenses for th~
previoul year plul ar minus any -
adjustmentathat are based on the
lessee'l knowledge of decreaaes or
increa... lbat will affed the deduction.
(C)(l) Except al provided in paragraph
(c)(2) of this section. generating
deductions sban not exceed~
percent of the plant tailgate value of
electricity.
(2) Upon reque.t by the lessee. MMS
may approve a generatiDg deduction in
excess of the limit prescribed by
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paragraph (c)(t) of thi. section. The
lessee must demonstrat~ that the
generatins colb in excelS of the limit
are re..onabl~. actual. and necessary.
An application for exception shall
contain an relevant and supporting
documentation nKessary for MMS to
make a dKision. Under no
circumstances shall the· value of the
geothermal resource be reduced to zero.
(rl)(1) U the sctualgenerating
deduction. al determined at the end of
the annual reporting period. Is lell than
the amount of the lessee estimated and
used in the netbacit procedure during
the reportins period. the lessee shall be
required to pay additional royalties due.
retroactive to the fint month of the
reporting period. plu. interest computed
pursuant to 30 CFR 218.302. U the actual
generating deduction is greater than the
amount applied in the netback
calculation, the lessee shall be entitled
to a credit.
(2) Leasees mUlt lubmit corrected
Forms ~2014 to reflKt adjustment.
to royalty paymenta in accordance with
instructions provided by MMS.
(e)(1) All generating deductiona are
~ubiect to review, audit. and adjustment.
When necelaary Of appropriate. MMS
may direct alell" to modify ita
estimated or actua!generating
deduction and adjust royalty value.
according1y.
(Z) The leasee must maintain all data
and recOrdl .upporting its generatin8
deduction punuant to 30 CFR Part 21Z.
These data and recordt mu.t b. made
livailabl, to MMS and other authorized
personnel upon request. and Ihall be
maintained in a confidential manner in
Accordance with applicable law and
regulations, pW'luant to t 208.35Z of thi.t
~ubpart.
t 201.355 YIIIuMIan --...da for cIftct
utll!'Lilla~
(a) The-nlue of geothermal relource.
produced from le..el subj~t to thi'
subpart and used in direct utilization
process" shall be determined punuant
to this section.
(b)(l)(i) The value of geothennal
resourcel that are sold punuant to an
arm's-length contract Ihall be the groll
proceeds accruing to the lessee. except
as provided in paragraphl (b)(1J(ii) and
(bJ(1)(iii) of this s~tion. The leslee Ihall
have the burden of demonltrating that
its contract il arm'.-Iength. The value
that the lesaee report. for royalty
purposes is subj~t to monitoring,
review, and audit.
(ii) In conducting these reviewl and
audits. MMS will examine whether or
not the contract reflKts the total
consideration actually transferred either
directly or indirectly from the buyer to
the seller for the geothermal resource. U
the contract does not reflect the total
consideration. the MMS may require
that the geothermal relOurc~ sold
pursuant to that contract be valued in
accordance with paragraph (c) of this
section. Value Ihall not be lell than the
grosa proceed. acau.ing to the le..e~.
including any additional consideration
received.
(iii) U MMS determines that the gro.s
proceeds accruing to the lessee punuant
to an arm'l·lenith contract do not reflect
the reasonable value of the geoth~rmal
resoW'Ce because of misconduct by or
be tweeD the contracting partiel, or
because the lelSee otherwise has
brelH:hed ita duty to the leuar to market
the production for the mutual b~nefit of
the lesaee and the lessor, MMS shall
requim the geothermal mource to t.
valued punuant to paragraph (c)(ii) or
(c)(iii) of t1li1 section and in accordaDce
with the noriIlcatJon requirementl of
paragraph (d) of thil section. When
MMS detennines that the value may be
~asonable.MMS wiU notify the
lessee and give the lessee an
opportunity to provide written
infonnlltion justifying the lessee', value.
(Zl MMS may require a lessee to
certify that its arm'a-Ien,th contract
provision. include all 01 the
consideration to be paid by the buyer.
either directly or indJrectly, for the
geothermal resource.
(c)(1) The value of geothermal
resourcn lubject to thil section that are
sold under a non-ann's-Iength contract
or that are not .ubject to a sales
transaction but are instead used directly
by the lessee in ita own utilization
faCility Ihall be detennined in
accordance with the lint applicable
paragraph of the following paragraphs:
(1) The weighted average of the gross
proceedl paid or received by the lessee
under its own arm's-Iength contracts for
the purchase or sale of limilar quanti tie'
of like-quality geothermal resources in
the same field:
(ii) The ~uivalentvalue of the least
expen.ive. realonable alternative
energy source (fuel) as determined
punuant to paragraph (c)(2) oI this
s~tion: or
(iii) A value determined by any other
reasonable valuation method approved
byMMS.
(2) The ~uivaleutvalue 01 the least
expenaive. fUlOuble altemative
energy source .ball be bued on the
amount of thermal enefIY -tltal would
otherwise be used by the direct
utilization proceu in place 01 the
geothermal raource. That amount of
thermal energy (in Btu'l) displaced. by
the geothermal reaou.rm Iball be
determined by the eqaatiOil
thermal eoerv _ (h..-b..!xdeaaityx G.1S3l11Jl x volume,
eli.placed .fficiency factor
where h,ft shall be the enthalpy in Btu'll
Ib at the utilization facility inlet (based
on rneuW1!d inlet temperature). h-.
~hall be the enthalpy in Btu',/Ib at the
facJlity outlet (based on measured outlet
lemperature), density shall be in Ib./eu
ft based on inlet temperature, the factor
0.133881 (eu fi/gal) converts gallons to
(;ubic feet. and volume shall be the
quantity of geothermal fluid in gallons
produced at the wellhead or measured
at an approved point. The efficiency of
the alternative energy source .hall be
0.7 for coal and 0.8 for oil. natural gBl,
and other fuels derived from oil and
naturalgBl, or an efficiency factor
proposed by the lessee and approved by
MMS.
(3) Valuations made punuant to thi.t
paragraph are subject to the notification
requiremenb of paragraph (d) of thil
section.
(d)(1) The lessee ,hall retain all data
relevant to the determination of royalty
value. particularly where the value ~
detennined pW'luant to paragraph (c) of
this section. punuant to 30 eFR Part nz.
Such data shall be subject to review and
audit and MMS will direct a leslee to
use. different value if it determine. thai
the reported value il IDconailtent with
the requirements of th..e resu!ationL
(2) Upon request. le,.ee••han make
available to authorized MMS or State
representative.. to the Office of the
Inspector General 01 the Department of
the Interior. or to other authorized
person. any and all contracts for the
sale of other disposition of the lease
production. and any arm·I·length and!or
non-arm'. length lalel and other data
for Iike-quality production IOld.
purchaled. or otherwise obtained by the
lessee from the field •• may be
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necessary to support a value
determination.
(3) A lessee shall notify MMS if it has
determined value pursuant to paragraph
(c) of this section. The notification shall
be by letter to MMS Associate Director
for Royalty Management or hil/her
designee. The letter shall identify lhe
valuation method to be utled And
contain a brief description of the
procedure to be followed. Tht!
notification required by thil paragraph
is a ooe-time notification due no later
than the end of the mODth following the
month the lei" flrlt reportl royaltiel
OD • Fonn~2014using a valuation
method authorized by paragraph (c) of
thil ser.tion.
(e) IfMMS determines that a lellep.
has not properly determined value, the
lessee shall pay the difference, if any.
between royalty paymentl made based
upon the value it bal uled .nd the
royalty payments that are due based
upon the value established by MMS.
The lessee shall also pay interest
computed on that difference pursuant to
30 eFR 218.302. If the lessee is entitled
to a credit. MMS will provide
instructions for the taking of that crediL
(f) The lessee may request a value
detennination from MMS. In that event.
thP. lessee shall propose to MMS a value
determination method and may use that
.method in determining value. for royalty
purposel. until MMS issues its decision..
The le!lSee shall submit all available
data relevant to its proposal. The t..IMS
shall determine the value based upon
the lessee's proposal and any additional
information MMS deems necessary. In
making a value determination. M.\.tS
may use any of the valuation criteria
consistent with this subpart. That
determination shall remain effective for
the period stated therein. After MMS
issues its determination.. the lessee shan
make adjustments in accordance with
paragraph (e) of this section.
(8) Notwithstanding any other
provision of this section. under no
circumstances shall the value of
production for royalty purposes be less
th,an the gross proceeds accruing to the
lessee where geothemal energy is sold
pu~suant to arm's-Iength or non-arm's-
length contracts.
(hI The lessee is req'lired to place
geothermal resources in maketable
condition and to deliver geothermal
resources to the direct utiJ:zation facility
lit no cost to the Federal lessor. Wher!!
the ube established pursuant to t~is
ser:tion il detennined by a lessee's gMss
proceedI. that value shall be incTPupd
to the extent that the gross proce~ri8
have been reduced because the
purchaser. or any other person. il'
providing cp.rtain service, thl'! r.ost of
which ordinarily is the responsibility of accruing to the lesBee, eltcept as
the lesaee to place the geothermal provided in paragraphs (b1(lJ(ii) anri
resource in marketable condition or to (b)(l)(iii) of thil section. The lessee shall
deliver it to the direct utilization facility. have the burden of demonstrating t!lat
(i) Value Ihall be based on the highest its contract il arm's-length. The V?hlfo~
price. prudent lessee can receive which the lesBee reports. for royalty
through leaally enforceable claims under purposes. are lubject to monitonn!!.
its contract Absent contract ~vision or review, aDd audit
amendment. if the lessee fail. to take (Ii) In conductina reviews and audits.
proper or timely action to receive prices MMS will examine whether the contract
or benefit. to which it is entiUed it mUlt reflec~ the total consideration actually
pay royalty at a value based upon that transferred either directly or indired:y
obtainable price or benefit Contract from the buyer to the leller for-the
revisionl or amendments lhall be in byproducts. H the contract does not
writing and signed by all parties to·an reflect the total consideration. MMS
linn's-Iength contract. H the leasee may require that the byproducts soiL!
makes timely application for a price pursuant to that CODtraCt be valued in
increase or benefit allowed under its accordance with paragraph (c) of this
contract but the purchaser refusel. and lection. Value may not be less than tt",
the lessee takes reasonable measures, gross proceeds accruing to the lessee.
which are documented. to force including any consideration additionally
purchaser compliance. the lessee will received.
owe no additional royaltiel unless or (iii) If MMS detennines that the gron
until monies or considt!ration resulting proceeds accruing to the lessel! pu:suant
from the price increase or additional to an arm's-length contract do not !"!11~r.t
benefitl are received. This paralV'lph the reasonable value of the production
sball not be conatrued to permit a lessee ber:ause of misconduct by or between
to avoid its royalty payment obligation the contracting parties. or because th~
in situatioris wbere a purchaser fails to lessee otherwile bal breached its dutjl
pay. in whole or on part O?4.iJnely. for a to the lessor to market the production
quantity of 8eothermlll·reeourc..~,- _ for the mutual benefit of the lessp.e and
(j) Notwithstanding any p~ionin-·~., the lessor. MMS Ihall require that thp
these re~lationl to the contrary, no' - biP'roduc;t production be valued
review, reconciliation. monitoring. or pursuant to pa~pb (c)(2). (c)i3). or
other like process that results in a (c)(4) of !hi. sect~ort and.in accordan(;~
redetermination by MMS of value under with the notification requirements of
this section.shall be considered fIDal or paragraph (d) 'of thil sectibn. When
binding against the Federal Govp.mment MMS determines that the value may tW-
or its beneficiaries until the audit period unreasonable, MMS will notify the
is formally closed. - leslee and give the lessee an
(11.) Certain infonnatioD submitted to opportunity to provide written
MMS to SIJpport value determinationl ia information justifying the lessee's
exempted from disclolure by the reported byproduct value.
Freedom of Information Act, 5 U.S,c. (2) The MMS may require a lellp.e to
552. or other Federal law, Any data certify that ill arm'..length contract
Ipecified by law to be privileged. proviaiona Include all of the
confidential, or otherwise exempt will conlideration to be paid by the buy~r.
be maintained in • coDfidential manner either directly or indirectly. for the
in accordance with applicable law and byproducL
regulations. All requests for information (c) The value of byproducts thlit a",
about determinations made under this sold pursuant to • non-arm'..length
subpart are to be submitted in contract or that are utiliud by the
accordance with the Freedom of lessee (no sales), except demineralizpd
Information Act regulation of the water used for the benefit of the lea!!f'
Department of the Interior. 43 CFR Part pursuant to t 202.351(b)(2) of this
2. subpart. shall be detennined in
§ :zoe.35e Valuatlon.~ for accordance with the first applicable
byproducta. paragraph of the following paragraph<;;
(al The value of gt!othermal (1) The gross proceeds accruing to tr.f~
byproducts, including commercially leuee pursuant to • lale under its J"!n"'.-
demineralized water. shall be arm's-length contract (or other
determined pursuant to this section. less disposition by other than an arm's-
applicable byproductl transponiltion length contract). provided that t~ose
Hllowances d.!tp.rmined pursuant to gross proceeds are equivalent to the
II 206.357 and 206.358 of this subpart. gross proceeds derived from. o~ paid
(b)(lJ(i) The value of byproduCll that under. comparable ann'l-length
are sold pursuant to an "nn·l.Jength contracts for sales. purchases. or o!hpr
contract shall he the 5!J'08I procef!da dispositionl of Iike-quality byprcdl;c.:"
L~ ~_-
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in the field. In evaluatin8 the
comparability of ann'l-length contracts
for the purpo~, of these regulation,. the
f"lIowing factors shall be considered:
Price. time of execution, duration.
milrket or markets serviced, terms.
quality of brproduct. quantity, and such
{·!her factors as may be appropriate to
reflf'ct the value of the byproduct
(2) The grosa proceeds accruing to the
les'ee ;lunuant to a sale under its non-
arm's-length contract (or other
disposition by other than an ann's-
length contract). provided thitt those
gross proceeds are equivalent to the
:;ross proceed, derived from, or pOlid
\Onder. comparable arm's-length
contracts for SCI Ie, purchases. or other
dispositiona of like-quality byproducts
outside the field. In evaluating the
comparability of arm's-length contracts
fur the pu.-poses of these regulations, the
following factors shall be considered:
£'rice. time of execution, duration.
market or markets serviced, terms.
quality of b)-product. quantity. and such
other factors 81 may be appropriate to
reflect the value of the bj-product.
(3) Other relevant matten including,
but not limited to. published or publicly
available spot-market prices, or
information submitted by the lessee
conceminll circumstances unil1ue to a
piJrtic'l!ar leu! operation or thl!
s"lt:nIJility of certain b~-products:
(~I A. netback meihod r>r any other
reasonable mf!thod used to determine
value.
I(1111) The lessee shiill retain all data
rt'lt~v ... nt to the determination of royalty
\ ,I!.;(' particularly where the value is
dfott'rmmed pursuant to paragraph (c) of
this section and 30 CFR Part 21::' Such
dala shall be subject to review and
uudit. and MMS will direct a lessee to
I:se a different value if it determines th..t
the reported value is inconsistent with
the requirements of these regulation..
(2) Upon requeat. lessees shall make
i1vaildble to authorized ~1MS or State .
rcprc!lentatives. to the Office of the
Inspector General oC the Department oC
lhf' [nrerior. or to other authorized
~'ersons any and all contracts and/or
;no. u;ces for the sale or other diapoeition
(If the byproducts. and any arm'l-length
Soles and volume data for like-quality
productlon ,old. purchased. or otherwiie
obtilined by the leuee from the field or
nther area aa may be neceuary tG
!lllpport a value determination.
1:1) A lessee shall notify MMS if it has
dctermined value ptIr'Iuant to parB~ph
leI oC thia aection. The notification ahaII
he by letter to the MMS Associate
Director for Royalty Manllllement or
his/her designee. Th. letter ahall
idenllfy the valuation method to be u.ed
dnd contain a brief dHCription of the
procedure to be followed. The
notificatioD required by thi. paragraph
is a one-time notification due no later
than the end of the month followinlJ the
month the lessee firat reportl royaltie.
on a Form MM~2014 \aing a valuation
method authorized by paragraph (c) of
this section. and each time there is a
change in a method under paragreph (c)
of :his section.
(e) If MMS determine, thai a leuee
has nol properly detennined value. the
lessee shall pay the difference. if any.
between royalty payments made baaed
upon the value it haa used and the
royalty paymenta that are due based
upon the value established by MMS.
The lessee shall alao pay intere!lt
computed punuant to 30 CFR 218.302.. If
the les~ ia entitled to a credit. MMS
will provide instructiona for the takinl
of that credit.
(f) The lessee may request a value
detp.rmination from MMS. In that event.
the lessee shall propose to MMS a velue
determination method and may use that
method in determining value. for royalty
purpoees. until MMS illues its decision.
The lessee shall aubmit aU avaiJable
data relevanl 10 ita proposal. The MMS
shall determine the value ba~d upon
the lessee'l proposal and any additional
information ~lMS deems necessary.
That determination shall remain
effective for the period staled therein.
After MMS issues its detennination. the
lesst!' shall make th. adjustmenta in
i1c:cordance with paragraph (e) of this
sp.ction.
rgl Notwithstanding any other
provisions of this section. under no
circumstances shall the value. for
royalty purposes. be les. than the groaa
proceeds accruing to the les~. les.
applicable byproduct transportation
allowancel determined pursuant to
§§ 206.3S7 and 208.358 of thil subpart.
(h) The lesaee is required to place the
byproducts in marketable condition at
no COlt to the FederaJ Government
Where the value eltablished punuant to
this section i, determined by a lessee's
gross proceeds. that value shall be
increased to the extent that the gross
proceeds has been reduced because the
purchaser, or any other person. is
providing certain services. the cost of
which ordinarily is the responlibility of
the lessee to place the byproductl in
marketable condition.
(i) Value ahall be based on the bishest
price a prudent leseee can receive
through legally enforceable claims under
its contract. Abaent contract revision or
amendment. if the leuee C.ila to taka
proper or timely action to receive pnc:e.
or benefits to which it ia entitled it m\at
pay royalty at a value based Upoll that
uatainabla pric.e 01 benefit Contract
revisions or amendments Iball be in
writing and signed by all parties to an
arm',-Iength contract. and may be
retroactively applied to value
bj-products. for royalty purpolel. for a
period not to uceed 2 years. unJesa
MMS approves a longer period. If the
lessee makes timely application for a
price increase allowed under its
contract but the purchaser refuses. and
the lessee takes reasonable measures.
which are documented. to force
purchaser compliance. the lessee will
owe no additional royaltiel unl!!SI or
until monies or conlideration resulting
from the price inaease are received.
This para~aph ,hall not be constMJed to
permit a lessee to a\'oid its rOj"illty
payment obligation in situationa where
a purchaser faill to pay. in whole or in
part or timely. for a quantity of
byproducts.
(j) Notwithstanding any provision in
these regulations to the contrary. no
review. reconciliation. monitoring. or
other like procesa that results in a
redetermination by the MMS of "alue
under this section shall be considered
final or binding as against the Federal
Government or its beneficiaries un til the
audit period is formally closed,
(k) Certain information submitted to
MMS to support valuation proposals.
including byproduct transportation
allowances pursuant to II 206.357 and
206.J58 of tbii subpart. ~ exeJ:t1pled from
disclosure by the Freedom of
Information Act. 5 U.S.c. 552. Any data
specified by the Act to be privileged.
confidentia.1. or otherwile exempt shall
be maintained in a confidential manner
in accordance with applicable law and
regulations. A1J requests fDr information
about determinations mede under this
subpart are to be submitted in
accordanca with the Freedom of
Information Act regulation of the
Department of the Interior. 43 CFR Part
2. .
§ 201.357 8yproduct~tkHt
allow&"C.. .ea....
(a) Where the value of byprodlK:IS has
heen determined at a point "ff the
geothermal lease. MMS shall allow a
deduction in determining value. for
royalty purpo~.. for the lessee's
reasonable. actual cosll inCWTtld to:
(1) Tl'1lJ1aPOrt the byproductl from a
Federalleaae to a salel point or point of
delivery that ia off the leue: or
(2) Transport the byprodw:ts from a
Federal Ie... or from a geothermal
utilizatioa facility to. recovery facility
when that recovery facility is off the
lease and. if applicable. from the
recovery facility to a Hiel point or point
of delivery off tba 1HM. eo.ta for
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transportation between the lease and
the pothennaJ utilization facility.
whether on 01' off the leale. shall not be
included in the transportation
aIlowance.
(b) Under no circumstances shall the
byproduct transportation aUowance
authorized by paragfAph (a) of this
section reduce the value of the
byproducts under any seIlir18
Qmtngement to zero.
(c)(t) When byproducts are
transported from a lease or geothermal
utilization fllaUty to a byproduct
recovery facility. the lessee is not
required to allocate tran!lportation costs
betwCt!n tl:e quantity of marketable
byproduct and the rejected wute
material. The byproduct transportatiun
sIlowanee shaIl be authori::ed for tbe
total production that is transported.
Byproduct tran!portation allowances
shall be expressed as a cost per unit of
marketable byproduct transported.
(21 For byproducts that are f!xtract~d
on lease or at the geothermal utilization
fucility. the byproduct tran!!portation
allowance ~hal! be authorized for the
lotal production that is t:-ansported to a
point of lJCile off the lease. Byproduct
tr:lnsportation allo~ances shall bl!
c'(prcssed as a cost pp.r unit of.
byproduct transported.
(J) Transportatiun costll shall only bl!
recognized as allowances whea the
transported byproduct ill soJd. deiivered.
or otL::rwise utilized by the lessee and
roy:lities are reported and paid.
!d) Byproduct transportation
allowances are subject to monitfJrinK,
review, "nd audit. If. after a review andl
or lIudit. MMS determine!! that a ICI'~ee
n;.ls improperly de~ermin~ a byproduct
transportation allowance authorizlld by
this section. then the lessee shall pay
any additional royalties, plus intere:n,
detf!rmined in accordaDce with 30 CFR
2;8.302. or llnall he entitlt~d to a I:reliil.
witholJt interest.
(e) I! byprodul.:ts prodUl:t'd from
Fo!uo!ral and non-r<!derallcases are
r.ommingled for tran:;port:ition, less'!~ll
sndll not disproportionately allocate
trH!'!s!,ortation Cll,tS to l-l!tll!ralleases.
(f) Cpon rl!quellt. the l~ss~ shall r.llike
.vailable to authorized ~tMS and Stdte
representatives. to the Office of the
In';iJ~.;tor General IJ£ the Do!partment llf
the Interior, or to other authortzed
persons aU transportation contracts and
all othpr information as aliif be
neceshry to support a b)'product
transportation allowance.
l~) B}'Product trans;:JOrtiltian
allowl1n"," are to be reported .s
separate lines on Form MMS-201<l.
§ 201.35a Deter"*'atlon of byJwa $ :a
~aIIowMCe&
(a) Arm'.-Iength CORtraCt8, (1) For
tranlportatioa a-w incurred by ale...
pursuant to an ann's-Iength contract. the
transportation allowance shan be't'-
reasonable. actual costs incurred by the
lessee for transporting the b}lIroducts
under that contnlct, subject to
monitorin3. review. Ciudit, and pOl8ibJ.
future adjustme.ats. The MMS' prior
approval ia. not required before a letHe
may dec:blcl costs incuJTed under an
artn:a-Itmgtb tranaportation cantnlct.
(2) In conducting reviews lind audits.
lIofMS wiU eox.amine whether the contract
reflects mor~ than the conlideration
actually transferred ei~ direcrly 01'
indirectly from the lessee to the '
transporter for the transportation. If tbe
contract reflects more than the total
consideration paid. MMS may reqaire
that the byproduct transportation
allowance be determined in accordance
with paragraph £bJ of this section.
(3) If MMS determines that the
consideration paid pursuan1. to an arm-·..
length byproduct transportation contract
does nut reflect the reasonable value. of
the transportation because of
misconduct by or between. the
contracting parties. or because the
lessee otherwise has breached ill duty
to the lessor to market the production
for the mutual benefit of the lessee. and
the lessor, MMS shall require thdlthe .
byproduct transportation &llowance be
determined in accard4ll\ce with
paragraph (b) of this section. When
MJo.fS Jetermirwe tbat the value of the
transportatiun may be unreasonable.
M.'.1S will notify the lessee aDd give the
les!iee liD upportunity to provide written
information jtlStifying the In_'S
traw;portil~oncoau.
(4} Wbel"l! tbe le,see'~ paymenta for
tranaportation under an arm's-lengtb
contrad are not based on a.doUar-pec-
unit. the leS&ee shall convert wbateVl'~
consideration is paid 10 a dollar value
eqwivalent for thf! pW'?"ses of this
section.
(h) .Vol/-arm 's-/~ng'h vr no CO:llract.
(lJ If a lessee has a non-Hnn'll-Ier.gth
contract or ha!! no contract. including
those situations where. the lessee
performs tr,an,spcrtation services for
itse1£. the byproduct transportation
allowance will be based upon the
lessee's reasonable actoal costs. All
byproduct transportation allowancn
d~ductedunder. non-arm'I-length or
no-contract situation are subject to
monitorins- review. audit. and possible
future adjustmeDt. Prior MMS approval
of byproduct trauportation alowances
is not required for non-ann·..ltmgth or
no-contract SituationL
12J 11Ie byJwoduct transportation
allowance for non-ann'H"lJth or nl')-
contract sitwtti0l11 &hall be ba.ll~d upon
the lessee's actual costs for
tramrportatlon dannr the reportin'l
period. indudiDt operatiltJ and
maintenance npensn, onrflettd, /lnci
eit.ht!T depreciation and 8 r~tum on
undepreciar.d capital investment in
accordance -.. pa"lJ'8ph (b)(2J(iv)(M
of lh~ MCticJn. or 8 COlIt equal 10 tbe
capitil! inYeltJnent in the trlm!lport:1tioll
system multiplied by th~ rltt~ of retum
in accordenc:e wittt paragraph
(b)(%lfrv)(BJ of thi. section. A"OW8blt~
capitat COltl aft seneraUy tholle for
fixed asse". includins coos of delivpry
anu installottiott of capital equipment
(but P.!(ctuding real estltt~ pl)rdrdSf!~I.
that are an integral part of the
transportation s)'Stem.
Ii) Allo-bfe operating expens~ll
include Operatiom supervision and
engin~ng;operlltians labor: fuel:
uttlities: materialll; ad valorem prop~r1y
taxes; rent; supplies: and ally other
directly allocable and attributable
openttinge.:tpenses that the lessee C,IU
document.
(ti) AlJuwable maintenillu:e expeDSe!!
ind:x1e: Maintenance of the
tra~t_oB .yatem: maintenance 1)£
equipnteDt maiJItenance I..bor: and
oth>!r directly altaeable and Qttribuillbr~
maintenance expenses that the l~sst'p.
can documenL
(iii) Ch'erbead attributable and
alhll;..tble to the operation rind
maintenance of the transportatioD
system is an allowable expense. St.• t"
and federal inr-ome taxes Hnd
l'ev.,rance taxes and other fees.
includia~ rQ,alti&a. are not allowablt!
cxpensp.s.
Ii\!) To comp.-te. cos" aSlociatl!u with
capitnl in\·estment. a lessee may uSP
eithp.r paragraph (b1l2J(ivJ(A) or (D) of
this section. After a lessee has electet! to
lise ~llhp.r method for a transportatiol't
system. the lessee may not later elect 111
change to the other alternative.
(AI To compute depreciation. the
Icsst'1! mUlt usc • straight-line
deprec'iCition mettlbd based on. a5
appro;lriate. either the life of equipm:ll: t
or the life of the geothermal project that
the transportation system seT'Vices, After
an f>~ct~n is IZIddll. the le3see may not
chaQJlp. Dh~thods. A change in owr.efship
of it transportatiCln system shall not alter
the depreciation schedule established hy
the or i~inill transporter Ilessee for
pUrpllllP.!l or the allowance c:alcuiatio:l.
With or without. ch3Jlge in ownet'!lhiv·
a transportation 'Yltem .hall be
depmciated only once. Eqaipment sh..tll
DO! ~ ckpreciateci below a reasonable
salvl"~ villue. The rate of return Ullcd hI
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compute the retum on undepreciated
capital investment shall be determined
pursuant to paragraph (bl(Z)(V) of thi.
section. .
(B) To compute a retum on capital
investment. the allowed cost shall be the
amount equal to the allowable capital
inve.tment in the transportation .ystem
multiplied by the rate of return
determined pursuant to paragraph
(b)(Z)(v) of this section. No allowance
shall be proVided for depreciation.
(v) The rate of return shall be 1.5
time. the industrial rate associated with
Standard and Poor's BBB rating. The
rate of retum shall be 1.5 time. the
monthly average as published in
Standard and Poor's Bond Guide for the
first month of the reporting period for
which, the allowance is applicable and
shall be effective during the reporting
period. The rate shall be redetermined
at the beginning of each subsequent
transportation allowance reporting
period.
PART 21o-FOAMS AND AEPORTS
1. The authority citation for Part 210 i,
revised to read as follows:
Authority: 25 U.S.C. 396 et seq.: ZS U.S.C.
396a et seq.: 2S U.S.C. 2101 et .eq.: 30 U.S.C.
181 et seq.: 30 U.S.C. 351 et seq.: 30 U,S.c.
1001 et seq.: 30 U.S.c. 1:"01 et SeQ.: 31 U.S.c.
9701: 43 V.S.c. 1301 et seq.: 43 U.S.C. 1::31 et
~eq.: and 43 U.S.c. 1801 et seq.
2. Subpart H. consisting of § I 210.350
through 210.355. is revised to read as
follows:
Subp." H-Geotl'lennal Aeeourcea
Sec.
Z!O.:SSO Definitions.
210.351 Required recordleeping.
Z10.352 Payor informaUon forms.
110.353 Special forms and reports.
1l0.JS4 !'.fonlhiy report of .ales end royalty.
210.355 Reporting instructions.
Subpart ~eothennalAesources
§210;35() Definition..
Tenr-s :.l!ed in this subpart shall have
thl: :> .. me meaning uS '" 10 CFR 206.351. '
~ 210.351 ReqlolltWd ~ecordk~
!r.fcrma!ion .e~ ... ;pd ty tne MMS
:it-.ail be f.led ;;S::1q :he forms prescribed
in this subpart. '" :-.Ir.h Cort! available Crom
~IMS. Re\;orcs n".<i~ b(' rr.ai~tained on
microfilm. m:c:o~i.;:-:('. cr ulhr recorded
med:a ~hat Core easl:}' rl:prodac;ble and
reac~ble. See S'Jbpart H cf 'l0 CFR Part
:::1:.
,~210-352 '.yor iI'lformllt!on form..
The P"yot lr.icr:r.alion Form (Form
\~1S-W25) mllsl be filed Cor each
Federalll:ase on which geotht'rmal
~oya:tie!l (includ:rg byproduct royalties)
,Ire paid. Wcp.re :iper;;!ica:ly determined
by MMS. FOml MMS-4025 i. also
required for all Federal leases on which
rent i. due. The completed form must be
filed by the party who i. making the rent
or royalty payment (payor) for each
revenue source. Form MMS-4025 must
be filed no later than 30 day. after
issuance of a new lease or a
modification to an existing lease that
change. the paying responsibility on the
lease. The Form MMS-40Z5 shall
identify the payor of production royalty.
and identify revenue sources and selling
arral18ement. for all leased geothermal
resource. (including byproduct.). After
filing.the initial form. a new Form MM>
4025 must be filed no later than 30 day.
aiter the occurrence of any of the
Collowing:
(a) Assignment oC all or any part of
the lease:
(b) Production of a new product:
(c) A change in a selling arrangement:
(d) Change in royalty rate:
(e) Change of payor: or
(0 Abandonment of a lellle.
§ 210-353 Spec:IaI forma and reports.
The MMS may require submission of
additional information on special forms
or reports. When special form. or
reports other than tho.e referred to in
this subpart are necessary. instructions
for th~ filing of such fonn. oneporta
will be given b~ MMS. Requests for the
submission of such form. will be made
in confOrmity with the requirements of
the Paperwork Reduction Act of 1980
and other applicable laws.
§ 210.354 Montl'lly report of ..... .-cJ
royalty.
A report of sales and ro)'alty for each
productive lease muat be reported on
Form MM>2014. Report of Sales and
Royalty Remittance. each month once
salea 'ar utilization of production occur.
even though .ale. may be intermittent.
unless otherwisa authorized by the
MMS. Thi. report is due on or before the
iast day of the month following the
month in which production was .old or
utilized. iogerhef' with the royalties due
the Un:ted States.
§ 2'0.355 Repon'nt In.tructlon..
(a] Spec-lfic guidance on how to
prepate and submlt req:.dred information
co:lection reports and forms to MMS is
contained in an ."'-uditing and Financial
System (AFS) Oil and Gas Pa}'or
Handbook which is available from:
Minerals Management Service.
Atter:tion: Lessee Contact Branch. P.O.
BOlt 5760. TA. Denver. CO 110217.
(b) Royalty payors should refer to this
handbook for specific guidance with
respect to geothermal resources
reporting requiremcnu. If additional
information i. required. the payor
ahould contact the MMS Lessee Contact
Branch at the above addre... The
appropriate telephone numbers are
listed in the handbook.
PART 212~ECOADSAND FILES
MAINTENANCE
1. The authority citation for Part Z12 is
revised to read a. follows:
Authority: Z5 U.S.c. 398 et seq.; 35 U.S.c.
..968 et seq.: Z5 U.S.c. 2101 et seq.: 30 U.S.f:.
18t et seq.: 30 U.S.c. 351 II seq.: 30 U.S.C.
1001 et seq.: 30 U.S.c. 1701 et aeq.: 31 U.S.C.
9701; 43 U.S.c. 1301 et seq.: 43 U.S.C. 1331 et
~eq.: and 43 U.S.C. 1801 et seq.
2. Part Z1Z is amended by reviSing the
titles of Subparts B. C. D. F. and G 10
read as follows:
Subpart 8-011, and OCS Sulfur-
General
Subpart c-Federal and Indian Oil
[Aeserved)
Subpart D-Federal and Indian Gas
[Aeserved)
SUbpart F-Coal [Ae..rved)
Subpart G-Ottler $oDd Minerai.
[Aeserved]
3. A new Subpart H consisting of
§ I 212.350 through 212.352. is added til
Part 212 to read as follows:'
Subpart H-GeothenMI A••__
Sec.
21 Z.3SO Definitions.
212.351 Required recordkef!ping lind repl)r'~.
212.35% Recorda and files maintenance.
Subpart H-Geothermal Aesoarc..
§ 212.350 DannltlonL
Terms u.ed in this subpart shall ha ve
the same meaning 81 in 30 CFR 206.351-
§ 212.351 Required recorakaeplng and
reports.
(a) All records pertaining to Federal
geothennalleases shall be mair.ta::lf'd
by .. lessee. operator. revenue payor. or
otht:r person for 8 ye&a after the
reccrds are generated unless th~
recordholder is notified, in writing. that
recgrds must be maintained Cor a longer
period. When all audit or in'iestigalion
is u.'lderway. records .hall be
maintained until the recordholder i~
released by written notice of the
obligation to maintain records.
(h) The As.ociate Director for Roy;olty
~,Iana~ement shall have access to all
reco~ds of the operator/lessee
per:aining to compliance to Federal
rOyR:ties. including. but not limited 10:
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(1) QUlllities and quantities of ltll
products extracted. procr.3Scd. suld.
l.Ieliv~red. or u~d by the operator!
Ip.sllet!.
1:1 Pril:es reccived for product~. priu'!!
paid for like or similar prodUl:ts. and
internttl transfer prices.
(3) Co~ta of extractiun. p'lWp.r
gcnp.l':l!ion. electrical tran~miS!lion.
,,·hl't!lin~. lind b~'product tran!lportati ••n.
I 212.352 Recorda end mes InIintenance.
(a) ~:{)rd:>. Each IC!lsee. operatur.
I't!vcnue payor. or other pcr!lon shall
mltke and retltin Ul:curate and compltl!c
records necessary to dcmonstrate that
payments of rental~. royalties. and other
paymcr.ts rf!llIted to F(!der~l geotht!l'mal
lea..es are in compliancc with It!a1f!
terms. regulations. and onkra. R~"ts
covered by this sp.ction include those
sp,~cifjp.rl by leue terms. notices :md
orders.•tr.d by the various parts of this
Chap!!!!'. ~'!cllrds also include computl'r
programl. ilutomated files. and
supporting sy,tems documentation ullt!d
to producc automated reports or
1Tl>t:;;netic tape submiHed to MMS for use
in its Auditing and Financial System
[AFS). or in its Production Accountill~
ilnd Auditing System (PAASJ.
(h) PI!rit.JJ for keeping recoreJs.
l.esSI!e!l. operators. revenue payors. or
ot!lr.r persons required to keep records
under this section Ifhall maintain and
pmserve them for 6 yp.ars from the day
on which the relevant trilnsaction recurd
lIccurred unl!!ss :he ~cretary notifici
the recordholder of an audit or
investigation involving the records uno
that they must be maintained for a
lon~cr period. When aJ:! audit or
in\'esti~ationis underway. FeconJs shall
he maintainud until MMS rt!leilsus the
recordholder. in writing. from the
obligation to maintain the records.
Lessues. operators. revunut' IJityortl. or
other person!! shall maintain 'he records
Igf!nP.raleJ dliring the pdiod fol' which
they have paying or operating
rC1lpIJn~ihilityon the lease) fur a pr!riod
l)r 6 y.'itl'1.
(r.; Ir..~pec;tjol/ of records. The! less,,\).
nperaillr. /'P.venup. pllyor. or other pr~r"lon
rC'lllimd til keep reC'.ords Ihllll be
r,,,spClns:ule for making the record~
avnilal;le ror inspection. Records llnall
be mlltle Ilvllilable at a business lucilti;Jn
of the l~slJP.e. operator. revenue pOI yor. IIr
other p+!J'!IOn during normal bUIOKt('!;s
hours upon thc requelt of any officer.
emplo~'t!e or other party authorized by
the ~cro:tary. Lesse....s. operators.
r!!v~nuu paynrs. lind other persons wi!!
he Hi\'l!n it reallonablp. period of tim" 10
produl~e historical records.
... A h"lIding for Subpart I is Rlhh!d til
Part :!12 t!ntitlt!u:
Subpart l-OCS Sulfur [Reserved I
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